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KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL SEED OPERATIONS
Dennis M. TeKronyl/
The primary key to seed quality is the ability of a seed to emerge
from the soil, develop to self-sufficiency, and reproduce itself. If
this sequence of events occurred for all seed planted, seedsmen as well
as farmers would have few probl ems associated with seed qual ity . Because
this sequence of events does not always occur we must be concerned with
seed quality.
In this paper the following topics are discussed:
1. What is seed quality?
2. Improving physiological seed quality through new knowledge.
3. Examining your philosophy toward seed quality.
It is bel ieved that seedsmen who understand these three "Keys to
Seed Quality" will have a good start toward successful seed operations .
WHAT IS SEED QUALITY?
It is one thing to understand seed quality, but quite another to be
able to explain it to a farmer or potential customer. The following are
commonly accepted factors of seed quality: (1) genetic purity , (2)
mechanical purity, (3) physiological quality, (4) physical and specific
quality and (5) crop performance. A definition of seed quality can be
derived from a composite of all these factors . Each factor is an important single trait of seed quality which you must be able to define
and explain when selling your seed and seed program .
Genetic Purity
Genetic or varietal purity is essentially the pedigree of a crop
variety. When a farmer buys certified seed, the "blue tag" provides
written proof of genetic purity similar to the registration papers for a
purebred Angus bul l . Seed growers and seedsmen know that genetic purity
also mea ns that the crop variety is true-to-type as developed by the
originating plant breeder. When seed is increased through the seed certification system , the variety's yield potential, disease resistance,
l odging resistance or any other characteristic present at the time of
release have been maintained for the farmer who buys gene tically-pure,
certified seed. As seedsmen you must inform farmers that each certified
seed lot has been checked in the field and the seed labroatory. These
checks include: (1) positive identification of the seed source planted,
(2) adequate isolation to prevent cross-pollination and mixing , (3)
knowledge of previous cropping history ,and (4) specific counts for offliExtension Seed Specialist, Kentucky Agri. Ext. Service, University
of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
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type plants in the field and seed in the laboratory, when applicable.
The final check for genetic purity is the field performance of
certified seed for all crops on the farms in your area. This performance is not always easy to see but it is there primarily because genetically-pure, certified seed are a ••step above•• uncertified or bin-run
seed in genetic quality. We must convince farmers that the major asset
of certified seed is genetic purity and that high mechanical purity and
germination are merely bonuses of such seed.
Mechanical Purity
Seedsmen have probably spent more time and money during the past
several decades trying to improve the mechanical purity of seed lots
than any other factor of seed quality. The commonly accepted factors
for seed which are high in mechanical purity are:
1. High percentages of pure seed of the crop being sold.
2. Low percentages of contaminants such as weed seed, other
crop seed and inert material.
3. Freedom from noxious weeds.
Mechanical purity is extrememly important to the farmer-customer
because it represents either the purity of the seed or the contaminants
in the seed lot. State and federal seed laws require truthful labeling
of seed prior to sale in the United States. The seed tag provides a
ready reference for an alert customer regarding the mechanical purity of
a seed lot.
Most important for seedsmen, however, is the fact that when the
farmer opens the bag or after he plants the seed he can see the contaminants either in the seed or in the field. These crop contaminants
reduce yields and lose customers, therefore, it remains important that
mechanical purity receive much of a seedsman•s attention. Farmers
should know how much of your time is spent on cleaning up fields and
seed lots each year.
Psysiological Factors
I am not convinced that seedsmen completely understand the physiological aspects of seed quality. The term physiological is simply
defined as ''the functions and activities of a living seed." This includes many factors in addition to the seed's germination potential, but
starts when the seed is first alive and continues until its death.
Physiological maturity occurs at that point when the seed reaches its
maximum dry weight. Maximum viablility and vigor of the seed are
reached at this same point. Unfortunately, the moisture content of most
seeds at physiological maturity ranges from 30 to 50% which does not
permit mechanical harvest. This means that harvest maturity, the time
when seed can be mechanically threshed, occurs sometime later allowing
time for deterioration to start and eventually leading to the loss of
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vigor, longevity and viability.
There is some confusion among seedsmen regarding the terms: viability, germination and vigor, as they relate to seed quality . A seed
is viable at any point after life begins until it dies. However, the
Association of Official Seed Analysts defines germination as , the
emergence and development from the seed embryo of those structures which
for the kind of seed in question are indicative of the ability to produce a normal plant under favorable conditions.'' This definition means
much more than viability alone. A germinabl e seed is not only alive,
but will emerge and develop, forming its essential structures, into a
normal plant when planted under favorable or near ideal conditions.
11

There have been many definition~ and tests for seed and seedling
vigor in recent years. Woodstock's£ definition of seed vigor states
that, "Seed vigor is that condition of active good health and natural
robustness in seed which, upon planting, permits germination to proceed
rapidly and to completion under a wide range of environmental conditions." When compared to the previous definition we can observe that
seed which are vigorous will not only develop but develop rapidly, and
that the seedling developing from vigorous seed will emerge under a wide
range of conditions. Thus , germination only relates to fie ld emergence
when planted under favorable field conditions, whereas a vigorous seedling should emerge under less than ideal field conditions. Many seedsmen
and farmers have confused the meaning of germination test results as
related to field emergence for many years and have thought that the
germination percentage indicated field emergence regardless of field
conditions.
Many tests for seed vigor are available today , ranging from practi cal to complex. There is much discussion as to which seed test to use
and the best application of vigor test results. I believe that seed
growers and seedsmen should utilize vigor tests as a means of selecting
and determining the quality of seed lots in their quality control programs. However, due to the present state of confusion, I do not believe
vigor information should be presented on analysis tags for a farmer 's
use. The next time you have the opportunity, explain the various aspects of physiological seed quality to a potential customer or your employees.
Physical and Specific Factors
The commonly accepted physical factors of seed quality include:
seed size, uniformity and the appearance of a seed lot. Any type of
seed damage regardless of its origin, insect, mechanical, or diseases,
lowe~ the physical quality of a seed lot. Even though physical factors
of seed quality may not be as important as genetic purity or physiological quality it is important to you as seedsmen since the customer can
2/ Woodstock, L.W. 1973. Physiological and Biochemical Tests for Seed
Vigor. Seed Science and Technology 1:127-157.
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see this aspect of seed quality at the time of purchase or planting.
The other factors of seed quality may be of little consequence if the
seed lot•s appearance is so poor that the customer will not buy it.
Depending on the crop involve~ the specific factors of quality may
or may not have a bearing on the overall quality of a seed lot. These
specific factors may include oil, protein, or starch content and sometimes milling quality of the seed. Only you know if these are important
in your seed operation.
Crop Performance
Seed must perform in the field to be high quality, since the farmer depends on performance and yield in his farming operation. Therefore, I have included performance as one of the factors of seed quality. There is little doubt that if farmers do not obtain a satisfactory
stand in the field, yields will be reduced and the performance lowered.
Contaminants which lower the genetic purity, crop purity, or increase
disease infection can cause crop and yield losses. Likewise there has
been recent research that implies that high vigor seed will give greater
performance in the field than low vigor seed of the same kind and variety. It is important that you advise farmers of yield losses that can
occur by not using the highest quality seed possible in their farming
operations. It is important that you explain and educate your customers
about the keys to seed quality and how you maintain high quality seed in
your seed production and processing operations.
IMPROVING PHYSIOLOGICAL SEED QUALITY THROUGH NEW KNOWLEDGE
Successful seedsmen have found that many of the seed quality factors outlined above can be controlled by using a rigid quality control
program. Such a program is supplemented by quality conscious seed
growers, processors, and seed certifying agencies. One factor, physiological quality, is difficult to control and even more difficult to
maintain from production until planting. Thus, many seed growers and
seedsmen who produce soybeans, peanuts, cotton, sorghum, and similar
seed crops are constantly frustrated due to the uncertainty of the
physiological seed quality. The greatest frustration of all is no
matter how hard a seed grower or seedsman may try during production and
storage, the physiological seed quality, whether measured by germination, vigor or viability, may be lost before the seed are sold and
planted.
There are two stages in the life of a seed that influence physiological quality. They are: (1) seed development and maturation,and
(~) seed storage either on the plant or after harvest.
Both of these
stages have a oearing on the eventual seed viabtlity, vigor, and longevity and are strongly influenced by an uncontrollable element, the
envirorunent. The situation is further complicated during seed production oy the fact that the environment interacts with at least two
other factors, cultural methods during production and the genetic characteristics of the variety being produced.
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Since I believe that all seed quality is made or lost in the field,
I will present some examples of how the environment interacts with many
other factors to lower physiological quality. Since I work most with
soybeans, I use soybean seed in al l of these examples, however the same
principles may apply to many other seed crops as well.
Planting date and stand establishment
Most farmers and seed growers assume that if they plant seed crops
properly an adequate field stand will result and they will get maximum
yields. Unfortunately, there has not been enough emphasis on producing
high quality seed as well as maximum yields . The effect of planting time
and procedures is not usually thought to be related to seed quality.
Seed growers presently apply many herbicides, insecticides and fungicides during seed production with no knowledge of what influence these
pesticides have on seed quality. In recent years some herbicides have
been found to strongly interact with seedling emergence of some soybean
varieties when applied at recommended rates. I predict that scientists
will closely examine not only the influence of these pesticides on stand
establishment but on the resulting quality of the seed crop produced in
future years. The results may l ead to adjusting rates to improve seed
qua l ity.
Most seed growers plant when field conditions are ideal for stand
establishment. Green et~J/reported that the date of planting soybeans
can affect the quality of the soybean seed produced . They compared
early, medium and late maturing varieties planted at several dates
ranging from April to July at Columbia, Missouri for three years. The
results indicated that soybean plants from early dates of planting which
matured during hot, dry weather produced seed of lower quality. Seed
from later dates of planting, which reached maturity after hot, dry
weather had ended, generally exhibited higher quality. This tends to
explain why soybean seed producers in all soybean growing regions commonly have more seed quality problems with early and medium maturi ng
varieties than with later full season varieties.
Seed growers know that other environmental factors such as rainfall, relative humidity,and disease infection throughout development and
maturity may al so influence the quality. Regardl ess of the cause , seed
growers must consider the effects of planting date on seed quality. It
may be necessary in the future to produce soybeans, peanuts or cotton
out of their region of use to be assured of high quality seed. This has
already been done successfully with many other crops such as hybrid
corn, vegetables and smallseeded grasses and legumes.
Harvest Date and Equipment
Unfortunately, the time of harvest has not received adequate atten-

~Green, D. E., E.L. Pinnell, L.E. Cavanaugh and L.F. Williams. 1965 .
Effect of Planting Date and Maturity Date on Soybean Seed Quality.
Agronomy J. 57:165-168
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tion from seedsmen . Many seed growers and farmers have often completed
many other farming operations prior to harvesting their seed crops, 41
which results in a low quality seed. Recent research by A.D. Phillipsat the University of Kentucky indicates the importance of time of harvest on soybean seed germination and vigor. He found that the highest
seed quality for two varieties, ' Cutler 71' and 'Kent•, occurred at physiol ogical maturity and remained at a high level until harvest maturity (first time the seed dried to 14%moisture content ) . However,
the vigor of the seed dropped very rapidly within 7 to 30 days after
harvest maturity. This may explain why certain seed lots which have a
high germination in the fall suddenly lose germinability and quality in
the spring prior to planting. It also points out the importance of
using vigor tests as a means of selecting seed lots following harvest .
A recent report by Wilcox et al~in Indiana supports Phillips•
work and shows that soybeans of:Several varieties harvested late, when
compared to normal harvest, had much lower field emergence . They also
reported that this late harvested seed had a high occurrence of pod and
stem blight which reduced seed quality. It is interesting to note,
however, that the research in Kentucky did not show a close correlation
between diseases and seed vigor. Thus, the influence of the environment
on seed quality is extremely complex and will not be solved by one
research study, but will require extensive investigations. The major
point of the above reports is that soybeans or any other seed should be
harvested the first time they dry sufficiently for threshing.
Many reports have been presented through the years on the importance of combine adjustments and seed moisture content during harvest on
seed quality. As seedsmen you recognize that the man operating the
combine can "make or break" your seed crop regardless of the variety or
crop involved. If we ever get serious about seed quali ty we will eliminate the equipment that was developed for grain use and use equipment
that was developed for high quality seed. I challenge you seedsmen to
seriously consider a combine, conveyor, seed cleaner or any other piece
of equipment that will maintain seed quality .
We have many unanswered questions regarding the effects of crop
varieties, environment and cultural practices on seed quality. However,
we have made progress in recent years toward solving this complex puzzle. I predict that through new knowledge in future years you will be
able to improve and possibly control physiological seed quality using
new methods of seed production, handling and storage. To do this we are
going to have to look past the seed or seedling and l ook inside the seed
and plant cells. I challenge all seedsmen to use the knowledge pre4/ Phillips, A.D. 1975. Effect of the Pre- ~nd Post-Harvest Environments on Soybean Seed Maturation and Quality. M.S . Thesis. University of Kentucky.
5/ Wilcox, J.R., F.A. Laviolette and K.L. Atlow. 1974. Deterioration of Soybean Seed Quality Associated with Delayed Harvest. Plant
Disease Reporter 58(2) :130-133.
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sently available to improve your operations. Secondly, you should
encourage and support new research designed to more closely examine the
mysteries of the seed.
EXAMIN ING YOUR PHILOSOPHY TOWARD SEED QUALITY
Each year for the past twenty-four years someone from a seed company or university has explained, defined or cussed seed quality at this
Short Course . Many seedsmen attend this or other meetings annually and
hear of quality control programs directed toward producing and maintaining high seed quality. I maintain that all this explanation is mere
trivia, unless you as seedsmen have the proper philosophy -year around toward seed quality. What is your philosophy? Do you talk a good
program, but then go home and do exactly what you've been doing for the
past 10, 20, or 30 years? There are several areas that concern me about
the philosophy of seedsmen and others associated with the seed industry.
High Quality Seed

~the

Only Saleable Product

To operate a "successful" seed business today, I believe you have
to develop the philosophy that high quality seed is your only saleable
product. A good start toward such a philosophy is having and believing
in a workable quality control program for the seed crops that you produce. Such a quality control program starts at planting time and continues, year around, throughout harvest, processing , storage and eventual sales. Quality control means checks and more checks for genetic
and mechanical purity as well as physiological quality. If run properly
such a program will help you improve seed quality and advise you on
which seed lots to discard and not sell. The true test of this program
comes .when the customer plants your seed and is satisfied with the field
performance.
How would you answer this "loaded " question? When the demand for
seed i s high and "your" seed quality is low which do you sacrifice,
dollars or quality? This can be a tough decision for you and your seed
company. I recognize that you have to sell seed and make some profit to
stay in business. I also know that the customer that you have convinced
regarding your high seed quality may be lost if you sell him inferior
quality. You alone are the only person that can make this decision for
your seed business. I" sincerely hope that seed quality is not always
sacrificed when it is in competition with seed sales. I believe that
the farmers of the future in U.S. agriculture are going to insist on
high seed quality. The seedsmen that can consistently supply this seed
will remain successful.
Producing Seed, Not Grain
In many areas of the United States the farmers that produce seed of
various crops are primarily grain production oriented. The seed crops
that are produced on contract for a seed company or seedsmen are a
smal l part of the total farming operation, which means that seed quality
is sacrificed while other farm crops are being produced. Secondly, even
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the conscientious farmer may have problems producing seed because nearly
all of his expertise and equipment is related to successful grain production. The major point to be emphasized is, there is a big difference
between producing seed and grain. I recognize this problem probably relates mostly to farmers producing seed of soybeans, small grains, cotton,
rice and peanuts. However, I believe it also relates to specialty seed
production areas such as the Williamette Valley in Oregon where commercial wheat production and hay production are handled by the same farmer
that produces grass seed.
Recognizing that seedsmen will continue to use farmers as contract
growers, how can you convince the farmer to take special care with your
seed crop to improve quality? Is it s imply a matter of economics? I
doubt it; however, I would challenge seedsmen to consider paying a
premium for high quality seed. Such seed should not only meet state
certification standards for genetic purity and quality, but must also
meet your standards for high quality before the premium i s paid. These
additional standards may relate to higher germination, purity, vigor,
low mechanical damage or other factors important to quality. Some
seedsmen are doing this successfully now, why not give it a try.
Even though additional premiums may improve quality, I believe the
most important factor in working with contract growers is communication.
As seedsmen you must let the farmer-contract grower know what seed
quality you expect and how to get it . Advise him personally on cleaning
his equipment, adjusting the combine, when to plant and harvest seed and
how to store it. Visit your contract growers and their seed fields
regularly. Look at the seed fields and inspect them yourself prior to
harvest. Seedsmen who work closely with their contract growers find
what they can and cannot do and usually have higher quality seed . The
seedsmen that commonly complain the most about contract growers only
see them twice a year, when they pick up their foundation or registered
seed at planting and when they deliver seed at harvest . This is not
enough. Communication is mandatory to consistently produce high quality
seed of any crop. Let's work together to improve the philosophy of the
seed grower toward seed quality.
Selli ng the Importance of Seed and Seed Quality to Agriculture and Your
Neighbor
I believe every seedsman, seed grower, processor, retailer and
university professor must make a real effort to move seed and seed
quality to the number one priority. To do this we must tell the same
story while we are selling seed. We must convince farmers that High
Qua 1i ty Seed :
1.

essential ~art of profitable farm production. He must
know that regard ess of how much he spends on all inputs of
crop production, they could be lost unless he gets an adequate
stand of the right variety in each field.

~an
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2.

part of the total farming investment. fanners must
recognize that the 2 to 5 cents of every production dollar spent
on seed is a small investment considering the potential returns.

~~small

3. Means long term returns to farming operations. Take the time to
advise farmers on how much income they can lose per acre from
troublesome weeds, or unwanted crop contaminants in their fields.
A loss of one bushel or a few pounds per acre may not seem like
much, yet it will more than pay the difference asked by reputable seedsmen for high quality (certified) seed.
4. Supports all life. How often does your urban neighbor or friend
bring up the food crisis or the high cost of food at the super
market? We in the seed industry must give this neighbor some
friendly advice on where seed and plants fit in the total world
food picture. Not only are many seeds consumed directly for
food, but seed either directly or indirectly supports all human
life. Sometimes we are not vocal enough about our valuable
product-the seed. Let's educate the world on its importance.
The seed business is highly competitive now and will be more competitive in future years. This is a good trend provided everyone involved
maintains the "Keys to Seed Quality" as well as the keys to the bank.
Seed quality and seed sales must go together. At the point where farmers are demanding and willing to pay for nigher quality seed, I predict
that those seed growers and seedsmen who can provide them will remain
"successful."

SEED - THE MASTER KEY
Howard C. Potts11
The head of each succesful seed enterprise has a series of individual keys and a master key which is the one key that opens each
section of the business. The master key to seed quality is the SEED!
The purpose of this discussion is to focus attention upon the seed;
where it develops, how it develops, and the seed's major characteristics
after it has developed. Thus, this paper is a review of basic botany as
it relates to a seed. Hhy is it necessary to review such basic inform~tion?
Because each year we receive a number of questions from seedsmen, the answers to which are directly related to a basic knowledge of
seed development, maturation, or the chemical or structural properties
of the seed in question.
Seed develop one at a time and not by the bag full! Therefore, a
look at the "master key"of the seed industry should be of benefit to both
the seedsman and the farmer when developing answers to questions concerning varietal purity, mechanical damage, deterioration, etc.
Reproduction
There is a point in the life cycl e of every plant when the balance
of physiological processes shift from the production of leaves, stems
and roots to the development of reproductive structures . It is at this
point in the life cycle of each plant that seed development really
begins, because and for the remainder of the plant's life cycle its
entire physiological mechanism is geared toward the development of its
reproductive structure, which we call a seed.
This shift takes place long before we can see any flowers, ear
shoots, seed heads, etc. Thus, whether producing seed or grain, knowledge of the sequential development of a plant and use of this knowledge
to time cultural practices can have a significant influence on yields,
and even seed vigor according to a recent study reported by Oregon State
researchers. Splittin9 the applications of fertilizer is based primarily upon the nutrients being available when the plant shifts from
vegative to reproductive growth.
All plants that produce seed have flowers! Some flowers are
pretty, others ugly, some small, others large. Flowers occur in almost
endless variety of colors, shapes and sizes. There are male flowers,
such as in the tassel of corn, and female flowers, such as on the ear of
corn. However, most crop plants, all of those we refer to as selfpollinated, have hermaphroditic flowers - that is, each flower has both
the male and female reproduction organs within the same flower .
1/Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory, Agronomy Department, Mississippi
State University.
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Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of both a typical legume and grass
flower and each is labeled with the technical names of the various parts
of the flower. Botanically, all the sepals collectively are called the
calyx and all the petals collectively are called the corolla . The calyx
and corolla protect the male and female reproductive organs while they
are developing but have no direct role in reproduction.
The stamen, which is the male reproductive organ, and the pistil,
which is the female reproductive organ, are the structures directly
involved in seed formation. A stamen consists of two principal structures, a filament and an anther . The individual pollen grains develop
inside the anthers. The filament i's a stalk which positions the anther
allowing it to most effectively perform its final job of releasing the
pollen.
The pistil consi sts of three basic parts: the stigma, style and
ovary. The ovary, which is the structure inside which the seed or seeds
are actually formed, may contain one or several hundred ovules.
The stigma may be long and slender, such as a corn silk, featherlike, such as wheat and sorghum, or a knob, as in most legume flowers.
Regardless of its appearance, when the stigma is receptive it is covered
with a sticky fluid which acts both as an adhesive to hold the pollen
grain and a moisture supply which causes pollen grains of the same
species to germinate.
The style performs two functions. First, is to place the stigmatic
surface in the genetically predetermined position which will increase
the probability of the desired pollen landing on the stigma. Second,
the style's cellular composition is such that it protects and enhances
the growth of the pollen tubes from desirable pollen and discourages
pollen tube growth of unrelated species.
The ovary is that part of the flower inside which the seed or seeds
develop. The organ which gives rise to the seed is called an ovule.
There may be from one to several thousand ovules inside an ovary depending upon the species. Corn, sorghum, lespedeza and zinnias are
examples of species whose ovaries contain a single ovule. Soybeans,
alfalfa, watermelon and okra have several to many ovules in each ovary.
Regardless of the number of ovules, each must be fertilized by the two
sperm from an individual pollen grain before a true seed can develop.
A schematic drawing showing cross sections of an ovule inside the
ovary wall and a germinated pollen grain are shown in Figure 2. Th.e
principle parts of the ovule are the funiculus, integuments, micropyle
and the embryo sac. The funiculus, or as some people call it the ovule
stalk, connects the ovule to the mother plant functioning similarly to
the umbilical cord in animals or rockets. The integuments, there are
normally two, serve as delicate fingers to hold and support the embryo
sac and later form the seed coat. At the point where the integuments
come together a small opening remains allowing entry of the pollen tube.
This opening is called the micropyle. Between the inner integuments and
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Schematic diagrams of typical dicot and grass flowers.
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the embryo sac a layer of cells called the nucellus is formed to aid in
the nourishment of the embryo fo llowing fertilization.
The embryo sac i s the "heart" of the ovule and the location of egg
cell which, when fertilized, gives rise to the seed. In addition to the
egg ce 11 most mature emb\'YO sacs contain 7 other ce 11 s; the anti pod a1
cells are relatively unimportant as are the synergid cells which are
located at each side of the egg cell. The two polar nuclei are very
important to seed development.
In natu ral ly self-pol l i na ti ng species both the pistil and stamen in
each flower reach maturity at the same time. These organs may or may
not mature together in cross- pollinating species. There are other
mechanisms which also increase cross-pollination.
The basic mechani cs of pollination and fe rtilizati on are si mple.
For each ovule (egg cell and polar nuclei) to be fertilized, a pollen
grain of the same species must land on the stigmatic surface. This is
pollination. After the pollen grain germinates (Fi gure 2) the two sperm
cells move near the growing point of the pol l en tube. When the pollen
tube passes through the micropyle and penetrates the embryo sac it
ruptures releasing the two sperms into the embryo sac. One sperm f uses
with the two polar nuclei and the other with the egg. This process is
ca ll ed double fertilization and is unique to the plant world.
Poll en control
of a 11 crops.

~essentia l

to the production of genetical ly pure seed
--

The union of a sperm and egg cel l forms the zygote. It is the
zygote that develops into the true seed. The second union, between the
second sperm cell and the two polar nuclei, results in the formation of
the endosperm. Technica lly, the endosperm i s not part of the embryo,
although, in seed such as corn, wheat and sorghum, the endosperm compri ses the major portion of what we call the seed. Endosperm i s formed
following the fertilization process in all seed with its primary role
that of providing nouri shment to the developing embryo. In the legumes,
soybeans, clovers, etc., all of the endosperm is utilized for nourishment of the embryo . In the grasses, endosperm production continues
until the fruit and embryo mature.
Seed Devel opment and Maturation
Studies of the development and maturation processes of seed of many
species have demonstrated that these processess are very similar for all
crop species. The major difference in the maturation process of the
embryo between any two crops is the time required. This process is
complete in 14 to 21 days for most seed of t he forage grasses but may
require 60 to 70 days for soybeans .
The sequential development of the embryos of corn and soybean are
shown in Figure 3. Endosperm development i s not shown. Note that initially there is no difference between the two embryos (Fig ure 3-A).
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Fi gure 3. Four stages of embryo development
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However, within two or three days after fertilization q visible difference does appear and this difference, cotyledon development, is maintained (Figure 3-B). Figure 3-C indicates the continued increase in
size and further development of the embryo. Physiological maturity is
attained when the embryo attains Hs maximum dry weight, although, the
moisture content of the seed may still be as high as 60% (Figure 3-D).
The maturation of a seed is a positive growth process which includes the following physical changes: increase in size and weight;
accumulation of dry matter; development of the essential structures of
the embryonic axis; an increase in viability and vigor and finally, a
loss of moisture. The physical relationship between the parts of the
flower and a mature seed are sunmartzed in Table 1.
It is important that you know the time requirement between anthesis
(flowering) and physiological maturity for each crop with which you
work. Seed harvested before reaching physiological maturity, being high
in moisture, will shrivel when they dry and probably won't germinate . On
the other hand, delaying harvest excessively beyond physiological maturity generally will result in increases in field deterioration, attack
by insects and disease organisms, and harvest losses.
For most annual crops, the length of the development and maturation process is shortened somewhat by delaying the date of qnthesis
until after the optimum date for your area. For example, the same lines
of corn were planted on two different dates which resulted in a 21day difference in date of anthesis. However, seed of the later planting
reached physiological maturity only 11 days after those of the first
planting. Similarly, a two week delay in soybean anthesis delayed
physiologi.cal maturity only four days.
Figure 4 is a diagrammatic representation of the steps leading to
physiolo9ical maturity of a seed followed by the downward steps (deterioration} leading to the death of a seed. A study of this figure should
lead you to conclude that a field, ready for harvest, is really a
terribly exposed storage place for seed which have already entered the
phase of decreasing quality, referred to as ·deterioration.
Characteristics of Mature Seed
There are several basic facts which are true for the seed of every
species. Five of the more important of these basic facts are as follows:
a) a seed must be alive to be of value for reproduction.
b) seed of different species vary in their natural life span.
c) all seed are hygroscQpic.
d) moisture content has the most dramatic effect on a seed's
longevity and susceptibility to injury.
e) there are slight differences in the chemical and structural

FLOWER
PART

MATURE
STRUCTURE

Ovary ----------------------------------------------------- Fruit (sometimes composed of more than one
ovule plus additional tissues).
Ovule ----------------------------------------------------- Seed (sometimes coalesces with fruit)
Egg + Sperm

= Zygote -------------------------------------- Embryo (embryonic axis and cotyledons)

2 Polar Nuclei + Sperm Nucleus ---------------------------- Endosperm (usually present in the Graminaeae)
Integuments ----------------------------------------------- Testa (seed coat)
Nucellus -------------------------------------------------- Persiperm (usually absent or reduced)
t-'

Micropyle ------------------------------------------------- Micropyle
Funiculus ------------------------------------------------- Hilum (scar left by breaking of the funiculus)

Table 1. Comparison of flower parts to mature plant and seed structures.
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Figure 4 . Steps i n the deve 1opment and deat h of a seed
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make-up of the seed of different vari.·eties and great differences among seed of different species.
Both the chemical composftion and relationships of the essential
structures of seed of different species have significant effects
upon the equilibrium moisture content, the rate of deterioration and
their susceptibility to mechanical injury.
The major chemical substances which exist in each seed can be
divided into three catagories: oils or fats, starches or carbohydrates
and proteins . Most people think of the soybean as a high oil seed and
corn as a high starch seed. However, in reality many of the high oil
seed may contain more protein or starch than oil, therefore, this classification is not absolute. For example, in Table 2 the chemical composition of soybeans, a high oil .. seed, cowpeas, a high protein .. seed,
and corn, a high starch seed, are given .
11

11

11

11

Table 2: Chemical Composition of Three Seed Kinds.
Seed
Kind

Oils
(%)

Protein
(%)

Starch
(%)

Moisture (%)
(5 C-50%RH)

Soybean

20.5

37.9

34.5

8.6

Cowpea

1.0

27.0

61.0

10.5

Corn

4. 3

8.0

77.3

11.5

First, consider the influence of chemical composition on equilibrium moisture content of seed. Remember, all seed are hygroscopic.
Therefore, all seed will either absorb or lose moisture with the
surrounding atmosphere until an equilibrium is reached between the
moisture content of the seed and the relative humidity of the surrounding atmosphere . The amount of moisture in a seed at equilibrium is
directly related to its chemical composition.
At most relative humidities, the equilibrium moisture content of a
high starch .. seed, such as corn, will be higher than that of a high oil
seed, such as soybean as indicated in the right hand column of Table 2.
This is true because oil and fats don't mix with water.
11

When you measure the moisture content of corn or soybeans you weigh
out 100 grams . But look at the difference in the oil content of these
crops and you can readily see that about 96% of the corn material can
absorb moisture but only 80% of the soybean material will absorb moisture. Thus, the total amount of moisture in corn is higher than that of
soybeans.
The thought that equilibrium seed moisture is inversely related to
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oil content, is not always true as can be determined by exam1n1ng the
data given in Table 3. At 93% relative humidity the moi sture equilibrium of both "high oil" soybeans and "h igh protein" cowpeas is higher
than that of corn. Why this change in moisture absorbed? It is related
to the response of the proteins to very high relative humidities.
Remember, soybeans and cowpeas both have more than 25% protein but corn
is only 8% protein (Table 2.)
Table 3:
Seed
Kind

Effects of Seed Chemi stry on Equilibrium
Moisture Content.
35

Relative Humidity (%)
50
75
93

Soybean

6.2

8.6

13.0

21.3

Cowpea

7.5

10.5

14. 1

20.1

Corn

9.1

11.5

14.5

18.4

The effects of seed chemistry on moisture content can be surrrnari zed
as follows:
a) Equilibrium seed moisture is inversely related to oil content
at relative humidities below 75%.
b) Protein content of a seed has littl e influence on equilibrium
moisture content when the RH i s below 75%.
c) Starch retains the same relative influence on seed moisture
at all relative humidities.
Speed of deterioration is another factor greatly influenced by the
chemical composition of the seed as indicated by the results presented
in Table 4. Generally, as the percentage oil in a seed increases the
speed of deterioration increases . Peanuts are higher in oil content
than soybeans. On the other hand, the chemical analysis of a soybean
and a cotton seed is similar, however, high quality cotton seed store
well under ambient conditions in Mississippi for about 24 months,
while soybeans of equal, initial quality will maintain satisfactory
germination for only 9-12 months.
Chemical composition also influences the susceptibility of seed to
mechanical injury. Starches which occur in seed are classified as
either soft or hard. In dent corn we find both types. The soft starch
is easily penetrated, but rarely breaks. The hard starch, on the other
hand, resists mechanical pressure up to a point and then fractures. In
rice, another high starch seed, the natural stress created by rapid
drying of the starchy endosperm while the seed are stil l in the field
is often sufficient to cause fractures across the endosperm. This is
called "sun-checki ng. " Fortunately, this fracturing does not materially
effect the v1ab1lity of the rice seed, but is generally fatal to corn,
wheat, sorghum, soybeans and other seed.
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Table 4.

Germination of Seed Lots Stored Under Mississippi
Conditions

Seed
Kind

Storage Periods

(~1os}

0

12

24

30

96
96

85
60

42
0

0
0

98

96

92

90

98
98

96
97

90
92

85
90

High Oi 1
Soybean
Peanut (She 11 ed)
High Protein
Snap Bean
High Starch
Corn
Wheat

Some high protein seed, such as lima and snap beans, become extrememly fragile at moisture contents necessary for safe storage. This
fragility is directly related to the chemical composition and cell
structure of the cotyledons of these seed.
Many seed have one or more structural weaknesses which are an unending source of problems to seedsmen. The seed coat of many seeds,
when undamaged, is a better protectant than most seed treatments that we
add. In the largest true seed, the coconut, the seed-coat is hard and
offers excellent protection to the delicate embryo, but most seed are
not so well protected. Rather, they are covered by a thin shell like an
egg which, in our mechanical age, is often broken by dropping a few feet
or a s lightly more severe shock. We are fortunate that many seed are
either so small, light, or protected by additional coverings they escape
man's attempts to kill them.
Natural differences in physical structure among seed of different
species affects their susceptibility to injury, moisture absorption rate,
and longevity. Seed can be classified into five catagories based on
their structural characteristics. These catagories are: (a) "weight
protected seeds", (b) "structure protected seed", (c) "loose filled
seed", (d) "naked fruit", and (e) "naked seed".
Weight protected seeds -- Typical weight protected seed are ryegrass,
fescue, orchard grass, tomato, etc. Protection arises from the fact
that the seed , as it i s normally encountered, is so light that it
escapes damage. When dropped, the seed do not gain sufficient velocity
to be injured or when hit, the seed offers very little resistance to
the object which strikes it. Seed of this category are additionally
protected by the natural accessory parts that remain attached to the
seed.
There is a tendency for some of the seed in this group to change
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several percentage points in moisture with no appreciable change in
physical dimension, thus, an increase in weight per bushel may be observed with small increases in moisture content. Most seed of this
category are quite susceptible to cutting and crushing because the seed
coverings, usually the lemma and palea, are not mechanically strong.
Structure protected seed -- As the name implies the seed in this classification are protected by either their accessory structures or seed
coats. Red clover, alfalfa, vetch, etc., are representative of this
group. Even though the radicle is rather exposed due to the seed's
structure the seed covering is relatively thick and hard and offers
excellent protection to the embryo. However, not all small seeded
legumes are included in this category.
Rice and sudangrass are also representative of this group. Although, structurally, the "hulled" seed are essentially the same as
grain sorghum, a naked "fruit", the tough, durable lemma and palea give
excellent protection against mechanical injury.
Loose filled seeds -- Seed of this category are those which are characterized by a comparatively thick, tough, rigid seed coat or covering
such as that found in cotton, sunflower, castorbean, etc. The seed coat
acts as an excellent protectant for the fragile embryo under normal
conditions. It has been proven conclusively that most of the seed
quality problems associated with seed of this category occur after this
protective cover is broken. Nevertheless, the protective covering is
crushed, cut and often removed by mechanical equipment and each year
seedsmen and farmers wonder why they can't find high quality seed to
plant.
Another characteristic of loose filled seed is that as the seed
mature, the seed coat will develop to a gentically predetermined size,
but the embryo may not completely fill the space provided. This differential development leaves an air space inside the seed coat. As a
result, when we measure the seed dimensionally, they are the same size,
but often differ in specific gravity because of different amounts of air
space. This characteristic permits effective separation with a gravity
table.
Naked fruits -- Botanically, what we ca 11 "seed" of the grass family are
really fruits which have a seed imbedded in them, thus, the classification "naked fruits". In this category, to which all cereal grains belong, some protection is afforded the embryo by the endosperm which encircles it on three sides. Thus, simply by chance three out of four
injuries are likely to occur to the less vital endosperm and, although
weakened, the seed will produce a plant. However, this protection is
some.wh.~t decei:ving since a light shock will penetrate the very thin
memf:irane coveri'ng the exposed portion of the embryo.
Naked seeds -- The last category of seed are classified as "naked"
seed. As the name implies, they have very little natural protection and
relatively careful handling will often damage the embryonic axis or the
two cotyledons. Seed typical of this category are soybeans, cowpeas,
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shelled peanuts, and beans.
Most naked seed belong to the legume fami'ly and are formed inside a
pQd. When these seed are harvested, this protective pod is removed
exposing the seed to all types of deteriorative effects. The thin seed
coat offers little protection against moisture migration, except when it
contains waxy substances, and offers little structural protection to the
embryo . Additionally, the structural weaknesses, thin seed coat, exposed embryo,etc., often exi'st in combination with other undesirable
relationships attributable to the chemical composition previously discussed.
The factors discussed: reproduction, development and maturation,
and the physical and chemical characteristics of the mature seed are the
factors which control the true quality of this master key, the seed,
which in turn ·opens the door to genetic stability, the conti'nuing cycle
of life, and for many people profit or loss.

SEED MATURATION
James C. Delouche

11

There is a time in the life cycle of all plants when the balance of
physiological processes shift from growth to reproduction. The male and
female organs, which may have been initiated earlier, begin to develop
and sexual cells are formed. The union of the egg cell and polar nuclei
in the ovule with sperm nuclei from the pollen - fertilization - sets
into motion a developmental pattern which cultimates in the formation of
a mature seed .
The zygote formed by the union of the egg cell and sperm nucleus
grows and differentiates into an embryonic plant or axis. The embryonic
axis ceases growth when dehydration or .. drying down 11 reaches a certain
point.
The endosperm formed by the union of the two polar nuclei and a
sperm cell develops rapidly at first, and in some plant families continues development into food storage tissue, e.g., grass family (wheat,
corn, etc.). In other plant families the endosperm breaks down and is
reabsorbed by lateral organs of the embryonic axis (cotyledons) which
assume the role of food storage tissue. In still other plant families
certain portions of the maternal tissue have a food storage function
(peri spenn).
The mature seed consists essentially of three components~ seed coat
or covering; supporting or food storage tissue; and the embryonic axis.
The seed covering protects the internal parts against mechanical forces
and micro-organisms, and regulates the absorption of water and exchange
of gases. The supporttng tissue provides food materials which serve as
an energy source and as building 11 blocks 11 for the embryonic axis when it
resumes active growth during germination.
As used here the term 11 Seed maturation .. refers to the morphological
and physiological changes that occur from the time of fertilization
unti'l the. mature ovule (seed) is ready for harvest. Several of the
.. benchmarks 11 in the seed maturation process are of special signficance
in seed production, and thus, should be of interest to seedsmen.
An understanding of seed maturation and development is becoming
increasingly important in seed operations. It is now well established
that the period between physiological maturity and harvest maturity is
critical in terms of seed quality . The climatic conditions that prevail
during tf\is peri'od often establish and/or condition the quality of the
seed.

11 Agronomist, In Charge, Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi
State University.
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Benchmarks in Maturation
Seed Size
Increasing seed size is, of course, the most obvious change that
occurs during maturation (Figure 1). Maximum size is usually attained
substantially before the seed reach physiol ogical maturity. After
maximum size is reached, the maturing seed decreases in size (shrinks)
as the drying down process continues. In some species changes in seed
size are not easily observed or are deceiving. The hulls of rice Seed
for example, are full size at the time of pollination. The developing
grain between the hulls i s not visible so that Seed .. size changes are
not observed. IlllTlature and mature rice 11 Seed 11 , therefore , differ not in
over-all size but rather in the size of the grain. Immature rice
11
Seed 11 have incompletely developed grains, hence, are less dense and are
removed in processing by aspiration . The same situation occurs in other
kinds of seed in which the covering (hul l s, pericarp or seed coat)
develops the characteristic shape independently of the ~eveloping embryo
or grain, e.g ., cotton, sunflower , castor bean, rice.
11

11

,

11

Moisture Content
The moisture content of the unfertilized ovul e is somewhat above
80% (wet wt . basis). Following fertilization, moisture content of the
developing seed increases for a few days , then begins to decrease rather
sl owly unti l physiol ogical maturity is attained, after which it decreases at a more rapid rate until an equili brium is established with
the field environment at 12 to 18% moisture content.
The time required for 11 Seed11 to decrease in moisture content from
the 80%or higher level a few days after fertilization to 12-18% varies
with the kind and variety of seed, and cl i matic conditi ons.
Seed Dry Weight
Dry weight of the developing 11 Seed 11 begins to increase from the
time of fertilization - slowly at first, then much more rapidly, and
finally more slowly as the point of maximum dry weight is approached.
Dry matter accumulation in seed i's a most important process. In crops
harvested for their grain or seed, the dry matter accumul ated is yield.
In terms of the reproductive fu nction of seed, the point of maxi mum dry
weight - or dry matter accumul ation - is taken as physiologi cal or
functional maturity. Put another way, seed reach physiological or
functional maturity at the time maximum dry weight is attai ned. Seed
qualtty measured in tenns of viaoili'ty and vighr is highest at physiological or functional maturity . From this hig poi nt, quali ty can only
decrease, and usually does - even before harvest.
Seed moi sture content at the time of physiological maturity, i.e.,
maximum dry weight, is usually too high for harvest as is evident in the
data below:
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Figure 1. Generalized pattern of seed maturation: G, germination;
OW, dry-weight;~' size; MC, moisture content (wet wgt. basis).
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Approx. Moisture Content
at Physiological maturity

Kind

45%
30-35%
50%
50-55%
30-33%
30-35%
50%
40%

Bromegrass, smooth
Corn
Cotton
Cowpeas
Rice (in hulls)
Sorghum
Soybean
Wheat

Since moisture content of seed at physiological maturity is too
high for harvest, the seed remain on the plants in the field until they
dry down sufficiently for harvest, i.e., harvest maturity stage . During
this post-maturation pre-harvest period, the seed are very much influenced by climatic conditions. Rains, heavy dews, warm temperatures,
high humidities, all promote deteriorative processes in seed and reduce
quality. Field deterioration is, perhaps, the most serious problem
confronting the cotton, soybean and peanut seed producer in the humid
areas of the U.S . For these reasons, management must strive to prevent
any unnecessary delays in harvest after the seed reach the harvest
maturity stage.
Germination and Vigor
Seed attain the capability for germination long before they reach
physiologtcal maturity . For example, in Mississippi Lee soybean seed
are capable of germination about 38 days after pollination while maximum dry
weight (physiological maturity) is reached at 60-65 days; corn seed
germinate nearly 100% about 25 days after pollination, while physiological maturity is only reached at 55-60 days. Many of the cereal
seed, e.g., wheat, barley, sorghum, rice, are capable of germination 812 days after anthesis or pollination.
Although "immature" seed are capable of germination, vigor is low
the seedlings produced are noticeably smaller and weaker than those
produced by physiologically mature seed. Numerous studies have shown
that maximum seed/seedling vigor is attained at approximately the same
time as maximum dry weight or physiological maturity.

~nd

Decreasing seed moisture content, increasing dry weight and maximum
dry weight, capability for germination, maximum germinability and vigor
are the seed maturation "benchmarks" of greatest interest and significance for seedsmen. These benchmarks are considered in somewhat greater
detail for several kinds of seed in the folloiwng sections.
Soybean
The developmental pattern of soybean seed from flowers tagged July
29 (1964) ts shown in Figure 2. Development for the first 13 days after
flowering was very slow. Moisture content increased to nearly 90% by
the 23rd day then begin to slowly decrease up to 63 days after which the
rate of dry down was acce1era ted. Seed size ( 1ength) increased up t~ 63
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Fi gure 3. Maturation of Magnoli a protepea (cowpea) seed (July-August , 1975).
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Figure 4. Maturation of Bluebonnet 50 rice seed (1968).
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Fi gure 5. Maturation of corn seed, Mp 412 X SC 343 (1972).
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days then decreased during the latter stages of dry down. Dry matter
begin to accumulate rapidly after 25 days and reached a maximum (per
seed basis) 63 days after flowering. At the time maximum dry weight was
attained, seed moisture content was still above 50%. The seed were
fully capable of germination at about 38 days. Maximum vigor, however,
as manifested in rate of seedling growth generally followed the dry
weight curve.
Harvest maturity was reached at about 80 days after flowering - 17
days after physiological maturity. Climatic conditions during this post
maturation pre-harvest period were favorable in 1964 so there was
littl e loss in quality in the field . In other seasons, adverse weather
during this period reduced germination to below 60% before harvest .
Protepea (Cowpea)
The development and maturation pattern of Magnol ia protepea in 1975
is shown in Figure 3. Maximum seed length was attained 13-15 days after
flowering, while maximum dry weight - physiological maturity - was
reached at about 17-19 days at a moisture content of about 50%. Some of
the seed were capable of germinating 11- 13 days after flowering while
80% or more germinated after 15 days. Nineteen days after flowering
essentailly 100% of the seed germinated and vigor was at a maximum.
However, it was mid-August, the temperature was hot, and there was
intermittent rain for a week or so . Within 5 days (after physiological
maturity and the 100% germination stage) "field weathering reduced
germination to 65% - a dramatic example of the tremendous effect of
climatic factors on seed quality during the post maturation pre-harvest
period.
11

Rice
Bluebonnet 50 rice seed reached maximum dry weight about 23-25 days
after anthesis in 1968. Vigor evaluated in term of dry weight of seedlings al so peaked at about the same time. Some seeds were capable of
germination - dormancy was a problem- 10 days after anthesis with fu ll
capability (100% germination) established by 20 days. Seed moisture
content at the time of maximum dry weight was about 30%. The rather
l OW moisture content curve - as compared to other kinds of seed reflects the contribution of the hulls which are low in moisture. The
hulls were not removed for moisture content determinations.
11

11

Corn
Seed of the single cross Mp 412 X SC 343 (1972} reached maximum dry
wei'ght about 55 days after flowering (silk ing} at moisture contents in
the 32-38% range. Germination of fresh seed (not dried) was erratic
until 55 days, perhaps, reflecting a residual dormancy . Seed dried
qfter harvest were fully capable of germination about 25 days after
flowering.

SEED CLEANING - THE BASICS
L. S. Beckham 1/
The problem of cleani ng seed should be handled in a systematic
fashion just as any other problem. First, define your objective produce a product that can be sold . Second, define your problem what are the weed seeds, other crops, inert matter, etc. that must be
removed? Third, redefine your objective - should you-aim for 99% pure
seed with no crop and no weeds or something l ess. Finally, solve the
probl em with available resources.
The subject of this paper has to do primarily with solving the
problem with an air-screen cleaner. But before solving the problem,
we must determine the problem and whether or not it can be overcome.
A set of hand screens is al most indispensable for this purpose. The
hand screens will all ow you to determine what the problems are and
what screens will solve the problem. You will also be able to determine if the unwanted material in aseedlot can be removed, completely
or partially. Only then can you make the decision whether or not to
clean that seed lot.
Suppose that the decision is made to cl ean a lot.
basic tools available, and how do wa use them?

What are the

No fore i gn matter may be removed from a seed l ot unless one or
more of its physi cal properties differ from those of the good seed.
These physical properties are size, l ength, width, thickness, shape,
density, surface texture, color, affinity for liquids and conductivity.
In the basic seed cleaning operations the first six properties may be
exploited. The last four are reserved for the finishing operations.
The machi ne used in basic seed cleaning operations is the airscreen machine. The air-screenmachines use three cl eaning elements:
aspiration, scalping and grading. Air is used for aspiration and
screens for the other two elements. Air screen machines come in many
sizes with capacities up to 60,000 pounds of seed per hour. The machi nes vary from two screens to 8 screens per machine. The number
of air separations vary from one to four.
Screens are used to perform two operations, scal pi ng and grading.
During scalpi ng operations, the good seed fall through the screen perfo rations and larger material s pass over the screen. Grading is the
opposite~ good seed pass over the screen while undersize materials
fall through. A two screen machine will have one scalping and one
grading screen. A four screen machine normally has two of each type.
A three screen machine may be set up with one scalping and two grading

11 Extension Seed Specialist, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana.
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screens or vice versa.
In selecting screens, li sts in books such as 11 Seed Processing and
Handling .. from the Mississippi State Seed Technology Lab. are excellent
for establishing guides. However, these should be used only as guides
because each lot of seed is different and may require a different set
of screens.
Screens are constructed of both perforated sheet metal and wire
mesh. Openings in sheet metal screens may be ~round, triangul ar, or
oblong. Wire screen openings are either square or rectangular. Normally, wire screens are used for cleaning small seeds such as grasses,
small seeded legumes, etc.
For most seeds, other than the small legumes, a combination of
round scalping and oblong grading screens is used. Generally, the long
axis of the oblong perforations is parallel to the flow of the seed.
Having the long axis perpendicul ar to the flow of seed, cross sl ot
screens, is ideal for removing splits from seeds such as beans and soybeans. A diago.nal slot can also be used for making si milar separations.
Often the last grading screen has triangular openings when wild buckwheat, ~indweed or dock seed occur as contaminants.

r

Air adjustments are often neglected in an air-screen machine . Thi s
is unfortunate since 30% or more of the cleaning is accompli shed with
air . Aspirating the seed with air blasts separates seed which differ
in density. All air-screen cleaners have a bottom air blast while most
commercial capacity machines have both top and bottom air. The top
air removes light chaff and dust before the seed mass reaches the first
screen. Bottom air removes light seed and trash as the seed comes off
the final grading screen.

Top and bottom air should be at equal static pressures of about
1-1/2 inches of mercury. This is especial ly important when the exhausts from both fans are vented into one cyclone. The bottom blast
will blow out an occasional good seed when properly adjusted. Good seed
falling into the bottom fan housing is an indication that the bottom
air is too strong.
Care should be taken to ..as~u.re that air exhaust dl!cts dQ not restrict air flow. Restrictions of any .kind will reduce the eff1cien~y
of aspiration. The radius of any bend in tlte exhaust ducts should not
be less than twice the di ameter of the duct:
The following aresome tips gained from my experience in operating
an air-screen machine :
1. Screen knockers on older machines should be removed. The
damage that they cause to screens exceeds their usefulness.
2.

Screen pitch adjustments can compensate to a degree for not
having exactly t he correct size screens. When th.e opening is
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slightly too large or the seed remain on the screen too l ong,
steepen the pitch. When the openings are too small or the
the seed are not stayi ng on the screen l ong enough for complete grading, flatten the pitch .
3.

For most conditions nylon brushes are excellent, however,
wi th wire screens, fiber bristle brushes should be used . The
flexible nylon brushes often cause wire screens to blind .

4. The major cause of failure of seal ed bearings is over greasing.
They should recei ve a maximum of one pump per 6 months of use.
Needle bearings require frequent lubrication .
5.

Replace the rol l ers on the brush carriers frequently. When
the rol lers wear out, the brushes do not contact the screens
properly permitting the screens to blind.

6.

Screen dams can overcome a screen having too steep a pitch and
will increase seed mass turbulence. A yardstick nailed flat
above a screen cross - brace will do an ideal job.

7.

Some mill-wrights place rubber belting between the skids of
an air-screen machine and its foundation. This practice
should be avoided with solid wood cleaners .

8.

If the bottom fan housing has seed in it, reduce the fan speed.
The problem is caused by too much pressure causing the seed
mass to bubble.

Finally, the most basic seed cleaning operation is a two step
procedure. First, buy pure Foundation seed. Secondly, rogue your
fields and keep them weed free. When contaminants are eliminated in
the field, seed cleaning problems are minimized.

RESEARCH IN SEED SEPARATIONS
J.K. PARK and N.R. Brandenburg1/
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has conducted engineering
studies of seed harvesting and processing in Oregon since 1953. Studies
were also conducted in South Carolina from 1951 to 1963. Harvesting
research activities have included harvest loss investigations, time-ofharvest studies, tests of existing harvesting equipment components, and
development and testing of experimental harvesting equipment. Processing research has included studies of seed separating principles,
evaluations of existing equipment for making separations and development
and testing of improved equipment for seed cleaning.
Harvesting Research
Some of the equipment developed in the harvesting research program
includes a suction harvester, a seed moisture tester, a versatile plot
thresher, and an experimental combine. The combine has threshing belts
rather than conventi'onal cylinders, and has a new separating system
consisting of a vertical rotary screen and two pneumatic separators.
Field tests with the combine indicate that the new threshing and separattng concepts have practical value .
Processing Research
New separators and related processing equipment have been developed
in the processing research program. Special indent cylinders were
produced to separate seed by length based primarily on indent diameter
rather than indent depth. Purity analysis was mechanized by constructing a single-deck vibrator separator and a small velvet-roll separator
to concentrate contaminants, and an automatic inspection station to
increase analyst efficiency. A bounce plate unit was developed to
sep~rate seeds on the basis of differences in resilience.
An effective
blender was devised using adjustable electromagnetic feeders and a
mixtng cone. Several experimental models of scarifiers involving abrasion or hydraulic pressure were developed and tested. Transverse-flow
fa.ns were built to improve uniformity of air-flow distribution in pneumatic separators. Other equipment developed includes a vibrating-tube
sampler and constant-flow feeders.
Recent processing developments now in commercial use are a multideck vibrator separator, a vertical rotating screen, and a friction
separator.
1/ Agricultural Engineers (Research), Agricultural Research Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Western Region; Department Agricultural Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331.
Dr. Park made the presentation.
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Th.e vibr~tor separator cl~ssi.fies seeds pri.marily on the basis
of shape and/or surface texture. It h~s proven highly effective in
separating many types of seed mixtures. Tfl.e uni't consists of an inclined textured deck that is driven Ely an electromagnetic vibrator.
Multiple-deck versions having 30 and 500 decks are being used to
make such separ~tions as watergrass from carrot, and pigweed from
ladino clover or alfalfa .
A new vertical rotating screen that operates more effectively
than flat screen separators has been developed for both harvesting
and processing application lFigure 1}. This machine has a cylindrical screen rotating about a· vertical axfs and oscillating up and
down. fn operation, a seed mixture is introduced 1'nto the cyl i'nder
and as it works downward the small seeds pass through the screen
holes. A cleaning roll rotates against the outside of the screen
to keep the holes clean, and an auger inside moves trashy material
down through the cylinder. In addition to the single-screen model,
a two-screen uni't has been developed that divides mixtures i'nto three
size fractions at high flow rates. tmportant advantages of this new
separator,over flat screens, include the ability to handle trashy materials, high capacity, and insensitivity to slope when used on a
combine.
The friction separator efficiently separates rough particles
from smooth ones {Figure 2}. To date, it has been used primarily
to remove dirt clods from beans. A small modified version of this
unit is currently separating small seed such as dodder from alfalfa
or clover. A commercial-size machine for small seeds is now under
development .
Separation is accomplished by pairs of bars set at an angle
across a moving friction belt . Each pafr consists of a friction separator bar followed by a diverter bar. In operati'on, a stream of
mixed, rough and smooth, particles is fed onto the belt just ahead of
each separator bar. The smooth particles slide diagonally along the
face of the separator bar tnto a conveyor trough. The rough particles
roll under the separator bar and are intercepted by the diverter bar
and moved across the belt into a second conveyor trough.
The machine will effectively separate many mixtures of seeds and
contaminants. It will also substantially upgrade some seed lots by
removing a low-quality fraction.
Other processing research has resulted i.n findings of use to
industry . A magnetic study showed the importance of fine particle
content of iron powder and moisture content fn removing dodder and
buckhorn plantain from alfalfa or clovers. Pneumatic separation research demonstrated the effects of column shape, feed rate, and other
factors on selectivity of seearation. Conveyin~ research showed that
seeds were transported effic1ently tn low-veloc1ty pneumatic systems
with a minimum of damage. Other separation studies involved such considerations as processing sequences, seed dimension analysis, and prin-
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Figure 1.

Two-screen Vertical Rotating Screen Separator shown
partially disassembled.
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Figure 2.

Multiple-row Separator.
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ci.ples of separation. Research on separation problems from \ndus. tr~
has determined specific answers for P.rocessors and resulted in the
development of improved equipment and methods for seed processing.
Future -Research
Research. wi 11 be continued to f1' nd effecti've meth.ods of separating seed mixtures that will be applicable to harvesting and processing of seed crops. Future investigations wn l empnasize a careful
study of seed phystcal properties and metflods of usi'ng differences
in these prope.rties to make separati'ons. New methods of precise
sensing, measuri'ng, and differenttattng, now used in other technologies, will be investigated for potential application in separation of seeds.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
Lowell Dahlgren!/
There is little disagreement that the control of dust into the
atmosphere wi 11 continue to be one of the major cha 11 enges of any type
plant handling seed.
"Air Pollution", the term most commonly used, is fast becoming a
by-word in every community in the nation. In most areas, the law now
requires that a permit be obtained from the local Envi'ronmental Protection Agency for any new facilities that have a potential of polluting
the atmosphere. To obtain the permit, data must be furnished to assure
the agency that adequate contra1 wi 11 be inc 1uded in the p1ans.
Air pollution authorities are also checking many existing plants,
particularly in populated areas. Most citations are the result of an
inspector ' s observation, or a citizen complaint.
Practical dust control is the ap!Jlication of common sense to the
known characteristics of air and dust. If dust is escaping from a
processing machine it is obvious that air i's being blown out at this
point, as dust will not come out unless it is carried out by movement of
air, indicating that the internal pressure of the machine is higher than
the outsi'de pressure surrounding the machine.
The solution is to apply suction to the machine to exhaust the air
displaced by seed moving into the machine, resulting in reduction of the
internal pressure to a point as low, or lower than the surrounding area
outside the machine. Under other conditions, such as belt transfer
points, a series of hoods and piping must be applied to capture the dust
that would be thrown into the atmosphere. The volume of air required
for either application i s directly related to the rate of flow of seed
in the plant.
ing:

A typical dust control system will usually consist of the follow1. A separating device to separate the dust from the air stream,

usually a cyclone collector or a fabric filter .

2. Centrifugal fan to move air through the system .
3. A system of piping with branch ducts through which air i s withdrawn from equipment or processes that generate dust and carried
with the entrained dust to the separator.
4. Dust retention device - usually a housing or a hood to which
the suction duct is connected.
lfspecial Product t~anager, George

.fl. .

Rolfes Company, Boone, Iowa.
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ln ye~r~ past the normal pr~ctice has been to use cyclone collectors as the separ~ti. ng device. Basi·cally there are two types - low
pressure (low ef·ficfency} and high pressure (high effici'ency). The low
pressure cyclone is recognized by its large diameter and relatively
short cone, and the high pressure cyclone has a smaller diameter with a
long cone. With the stricter air pollution codes in effect, cyclone
collectors are no longer adequate. Some codes specify a maximum of 0.1
grain emmission for each cubic foot of afr exhausted, which results in
an efficiency requirement of over 99%, and cyclones are not capable of
this efficiency.
With the demand for the higher efficiencies, the bag filter has
proved to be the answer to compliance. There are several types of
bag filters on the market, the difference is principally in the method
of continously cleaning the filter bag .
Fabric filter performance involves several factors regarding materials, systems and cleaning methods. The precise function of each factor is not easily defined 'mathematically. Thus, dust collector application remains somewhat of an art, with field experience playing an
important role.
The HSC Jet filter, using a momentary jet of high pressure

~ir

(100-125 psi) injected into the filter bag through the venturi, provi.des

the impact or shock to loosen the dust from th.e bag, and the flow to
remove it efficiently.
To arbitrarily establish a maximum air to cloth ratio under all
conditions is unrealistic, however, it is realistic to maJ.ntain a maximum air to cloth ratio for a given type filter under known operating
conditions.
Field experience over a five ye~r period with our jet fi.lter has
proven that it is capable of operating at air to cloth. ratios in excess
of 15 to 1, handling grain dust, e.ven under heavy dust loading, and
maintaining minimum resistance across the filter. We normally sele.c t
filters· to operate in the range between 10 to 1 and 15 to 1, which in
addition to the proven field experience, is within the range of the
Filter Rate Guide published by "Ai'r Engineering".
The HSC Jet Filter is equipped with a soli'd state sequential ti'mer
that is adjustable, permiting decreased or increased time interv~ls between purges, depending upon the dust loading on the bags, maki:ng thi.s
filter more flexible than the low pressure back purge type filters. In
addition to the efficient bag cleaning, this type fi'lter is distinguished by its absence of moving parts resulting in less maintenance.
The fan is the power unit of the system . The most desirable application is ta locate the fan on th.e clean ai'r side of the filter unit.
Thi·s wfll prolong the life of the fan because no material is passed
through the fan. By handling only clean air, a backward curved centrifugal fan can be used. The backward curved fan is highly effi:ctent
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and the horsepower requirement i.s self limtting, thus when the. resi.stance of a complex system i's frequently cha,nged because of production
demands, the self limiting power requirement prevents overloading the
motor.
With the tendency to emphasize the importance of nigh efficiency
dust coll ecti on to prevent loss of dust from the plant i'nto the atmosphere, even the most effici'ent filter made cannot do much for dust control within the plant, without an effici'ent piping system to connect the
dust source to the filter . Hoods must be designed to adequately capture
fugitive dust and al l piping must be sized to maintain transport velocities to insure the dust of moving to the filter area . rt is absolutely necessary to completely balance the system to insure adequate airflow
to all points of collection.
The most obvious points of dust emission to the atmosphere are
usually the truck receiving pits and the exhaust from exi sting cyclones.
With the dumping of the grai n into the pit, air displaced by the
inrush of grain into the pit carries large amounts of dust into the
driveway area and out into the surrounding atmosphere. In addition to
polluting outside, it creates an undes iraBle condition for peopl e in the
truck dump area.
This condition is corrected by aspiration of the pit from below
the grating.
In addition to the aspiration it is advi sable to instal l
inverted "V" shape baffles below the grating: to restrict the amount of
open area of the grati ng; to keep the volume of air at a reasonabl e
level, and to create the vacuum i n the pit area.
If dust control systems within the plant are adequate and the problem is the exhaust from cyclones the obvious solution is to either repl ace the cyclones with bag fi l ters or to install a central bag fi l ter
and connect the exhaust from the cyclones to the filter . In either
case, additional fan power will be required to overcome the resistance
of air passing through the filter. In most cases it is adv i sable to
closely evaluate installing a complete new system . Good dust control
reduces plant maintenance, significantly reduces housekeepi ng costs,
improves genera l conditions and improves worker efficiency.
The effect of dust and air pollution upon humans must not onl y be
considered from a heal th standpoi nt , but al so from a nuisance standpoint. Even though grain dust may or may not be gui l ty of causing asthma , it certainly i s a nuisance, and there is no question that in many
cases it may cause allergic reactions or irritations which, although,
not injurious to health, certainly causes discomfort . There is no argument over the fact that i t would certainly be beneficial to everyone
if pollutants of this type could be eliminated.
If you have an air pollution problem it is suggested you consider
the following action:
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1. Work closely with your loc~l air pollution authority. While
they cannot endorse ~ny product they c~n offer their suggestions
for a gtven problem ~nd posstfily steer you a~ from bad equipment.
2. Select a competent dust control contractor with the technical
ability to evaluate your problems~ design an efficient system,
balance and start up the system, and instruct operating personnel proper operation and matntaince of the system. A detailed operating and matntenance manual should be supplied.
3. Set up a maintenance p~ogram, because a poorly maintained dust
control system will not operate efficiently.
We would suggest each company familiarize itself with local air
pollution codes to avoid any misunderstanding, which at a later date
could have serious consequences. When the requirements are known, a
progressive program of conversion should be intttiated. Areas causing
the greatest emissions should be given priority.
In spite of the relatively high cost, the savings in cle~n-up
labor, better working conditions for employees~ better community relations~ and the satisfaction of knowing you are making your community a
better place to live~ make an air pollution program worthhwhile.

TZ VIGOR EVALUATIONS - THEIR VALUE
R. P. Moore!!
It is not new information that germination percentages, when used
as the only value of seed life, fail to provide adequate guidance. Seed
lots of similar germination percentages frequently react differently
when stored and when planted under different field conditions. Even in
growth tests some lots germinate promptly and produce rapidly growing
seedlings that are fairly uniform in appearance; whereas, other lots of
similar germination require extra time for germination. The seedlings
also vary considerably in uniformity and vigor among lots. The tendency
for infection of seed and seedlings varies also. Such differences have
been reported for at least 100 years and are of major economic importance today, especially with certain crops.
Scientists have known for many years that the soundness of viable
seeds need to be measured and reported along with the total germination
percentages which are obtained under so-called favorable testing conditions. The problem appears simple, yet, for various reasons, we in
America have been slow to accept a supplementary test to complement
information revealed by the customary standard growth test. The type of
testing program needed includes a test for measuring seed vigor or seed
characteristics closely related to vigor.
The concept of seed vigor means different things to different
people. It is a concept that is rather difficult to define. The definition that has recently been proposed within the vigor testing committee of the Association of Official Seed Analysts appears to be about
the best available compromise of viewpoints at the present time: It is:
"Seed Vigor is the sum total of all those properties in seed
which, upon planting, result in rapid and uniform production
of healthy seedlings under a wide range of environment, including both favorable and stress conditions . "
The object of a vigor test is to differentiate a range of quality levels
as, for example, high, medium, and low.
The compromise definition stated above provides only a general
impression as to the invisible, internal seed traits that a vigor test
(or tests) should reveal . The test or tests used will largely determine
what aspects of vigor can be measured. On the other hand, if the
definition of vigor were specific, then the definition would determine
the specific test that could be used. All other potentially useful
tests would be less useful.

1/Professor of Crop Stands, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
-N.C.
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Many different kinds of vigor tests have been studied and promoted
by first one individual and then another . Some of the more promising
methods include : cold tests, brick-gravel tests, paper penetration
tests, exhaustion tests, accelerated aging tests, heat tests, respiration tests, leachate tests, chemical tests, germination speed, classification of countable seedlings in standard growth tests, etc.
The European countries have advanced the use of vigor tests much
more than has been the case in America. The brick-gravel method is
widely ·used in Europe for small grain and corn. This test is now being
gradually replaced by the paper penetration test. In Austria, the
exhaustion test has been used successfully for a number of years. The
tetrazolium test is also used rather extensively in many countries .
In America the cold test has been used rather extensively in the
corn belt. Many other tests receive extensive discussion but fail to
advance into commercial application. It appears as if the time has not
been right for placing vigor tests into practical use in America.
Demands are now being made, however, for seed scientists to come forth
with suitable vigor tests. The vigor tests committee of the Association
of Official Seed Analysts is now striving to open the way for the introduction of suitable tests.
A number of the tests being proposed can be quite helpful in seed
quality control programs . Each test has its merits and its limitations.
Each must be used within the range of its limitations . The large number
of vigor tests proposed has tended to confuse the issue. Attempts to
develop a single vigor test to cover all crops and all planting conditions have likewise added confusion .
Your speaker has focussed attention from time to time upon the
merits of each vigor test and has studied several of them . He has
visited many seed evaluation laboratories, both in America and Europe,
to gain additional, first-hand information concerning vigor testing
programs in action. He has personally exchanged viewpoints with the
best seed physiologists of the world. In addition, he has exchanged
articles and letters concerning many aspects of vigor testing.
As a result of the activities mentioned above plus his own research
and practical studies, the author has gradually increased his confidence
in the superiority of the tetrazolium test for seed quality control .
Some of the merits of the test include:
1.

Precise test results available within 24 hours .

2.

Practical results available within a few hours.

3.

One and the same test provides an estimate of potential
germination capacity (viability), embryo soundness (vigor),
and causes for deterioration in soundness .

4.

Individual structures of individual embryos are observed
and evaluated.
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5.

Dormancy is no problem.

6.

Testing environment is of short duration and can be precisely
contra 11 ed.
Principles of the TZ Test

The TZ test involves the use of a colorless solution consisting of
water and approximately 0.2% of tetrazolium salt. Upon entering previously moistened and prepared seeds, the solution produces a reddish,
water-insol uble substance when in contact with certain chemica l processes associated with living tissues. Dead tissues remain colorless.
Within living tissues, variation in i ntensity and tint of stain permits
visual detection of the presence, extent, and location of sound and weak
tissues. These insights, al ong with knowledge of the dead tissues,
tissue turgidity, fractured and missing structures, permit an evaluation
of embryo soundness. The same observations, when evaluated against
storage, germination, and seedling performance tests, have led to a
practical use of the test for rating embryo soundness, for predicting
viability, and for determining causes for reduction in quality.
Since seeds within a sample are eval uated individually according to
general levels of soundness, the results can lead to the development of
a sliding scale type of vigor test as illustrated in Table 1. Such a
scheme has been used successfully in North Carolina for a number of
years.
Table 1.

TZ Quality Evaluation.
Sample No.
Seed Quality Level

Viable

1

2

%

%

1 (sound)

4

41

2

8

32

37

7
4

3 (average)
4

23

~if~l-~t~ioiar~~~I- -----~~-- ---- -at
Vigor Level 1-2
II

II

II

II

Trouble
NonViable

6 (weak )
7

8 (dead )

1-3
1- 4

12

73

49

80
84
Mechanical

72

Aging
3

8
3

6

8
0
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The simplest and most readily acceptable TZ vigor test would be one
in which the viable seeds are separated into only two classes. The socalled vigor or embryo soundness class would include seeds with no
evidence of deterioration or at most no more than minor imperfections.
The other class would represent the difference between the viability
percentage and the vigorous class.
Variable Seed Quality
As indicated by Table 1, seed lots commonly consist of individual
seeds representing a range of conditions. Seed lots, when tested by the
TZ test, oftentimes reveal sound seeds on one end of the quality range
for variable seeds and seeds that are of questionable viability at the
other end of the range. Between these two limits, seeds are also usually present at an intermediate quality range. Weak and strong seed
lots may reveal a certain percentage of seeds near each end of the
range. The main difference between the strong and weak lots may be due
to a shift of percentages of seed types. The strong lot has a high
percentage of seeds at the upper levels of quality; whereas, the weak
lot has a high percentage of seeds in the middle and at the low end of
the quality range.
Seeds vs. Seedlot Quality
Since seed lots are made up of individual seeds, it is desirable to
focus attention upon the quality of both the individual as a unit and as
a member of the mass of seeds. In rating the soundness of an individual
seed, even the soundness of the individual embryo structure is found to
vary considerably. It is easier and more precise to rate an individual
seed upon the basis of embryo soundness or vigor than to rate a seed
lot.
In a seed lot, the individual structures of each seed can vary as
well as the characteristics of individual seeds and the percentage of
seeds representing high, medium and low levels of soundness. By nature
of the differences in the patterns of weaknesses between two seed lots,
one lot might even be considered more vigorous at one level of adversity
and another lot more desirable at a more severe level of adversity. A
question might be raised, for example, as to how many seeds of average
soundness does it take to equal 30 seeds of a high level of soundness?
Practical Value
The TZ test for simultaneously revealing vitality, vigor and causes
for deterioration has been used extensively and successfully in localized geographic regions for at least 1/3 of a century. The test has
withstood the test of time and is no longer in the experimental stage.
The increasing number of farmers and seed companies demanding a TZ vigor
test speaks well of its recognized place in seed evaluation.
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The number of known cases where TZ tests have proved helpful is
quite extensive. A few cases are mentioned.
a . A company raising about
ing ears yearly must have a high
day of harvest . The TZ test has
identifying desirable sources of

7,000 acres of sweet corn for roastpercentage of marketable ears on the
been guiding them toward this end by
seed .

b. Foundation seed organizations, who are constantly faced with
seed quality problems, demand the rapid and informative insights provided by the TZ test . Sampl es today and test results tomorrow seem
highly appealing and useful.
c. Commercial seed companies are using this test to determine
which lots of seed to move and which to store. Vigor makes the difference.
d. A hybrid seed corn company with 20,000 bushels of seed corn
damaged by moist storage conditions used the TZ test as a prompt guide
as to whether any portion of the seed could be saved.
e. A large wheat producer discovered "hot spots" in his storage
elevators. He was able to market most of his crop as seed by testing
sublots and blending on the basis of the rapid TZ viability and vigor
test results.
f . Early freezes in the corn belt generated a heavy demand for
TZ testing for viability and vigor. Unnecessary expenses were saved
by prompt information provided by the TZ test. The test permits labor,
machinery and drying facilities to be used most profitably when decisions have to be made within a few hours.
g. Farmers in general make widespread use of the test in determining whether certain crops are worthy of special attention in harvesti ng for seed and whether seed lots can be or are being upgraded in
quality by adjustments of processing equipment. The TZ test is also
frequently used to recheck and supplement growth test results. A
knowledge of causes for deterioration is an added advantage of the
TZ test .
h. Many seed analysts report that the TZ test has permitted
them to answer many questions about seed quality that were not being
answered by the standard growth test.
~

In conclusion, it appears worthy to mention that the nature of
embryo deterioration, that the TZ test permits to be visualized and
evaluated, is, in general, the basic condition that other vigor tests
tend to reflect. Each vigor test has its own limitations and merits .
Their results are not competitive. They merely supplement one another
in revealing different expressions of seed weaknesses that are not
necessarily evident from total germination percentages. After all,
it is the weakness of germinable seeds that cause trouble under germination, storage and field conditions . The truly non- viable seed remain non- viable as determined by a standard growth test.
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The TZ test for viability, vigor and for diagnosing causes for
inferior seed quality has been helping others. Perhaps it can help
you produce, harvest, process, store, sell, purchase, or plant seeds
of known higher quality with the inherent capacity to withstand better
the normal variations in environmental conditions. As one cotton
specialist stated--whatever it is that those lots of seed have that
other lots don't have--we need more of it. The TZ test had revealed
that it was a high level of embryo soundness or vigor. Such seeds
possess a high level of stability in storage and in planting. All
other viable seeds possess different levels of embryo soundness and
instability.
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" FOLIAR FUNGICIDES FOR IMPROVING SEED QUALITY"
Walter J. Wallall
The biggest problem soybean producers of the Gulf Coast region encounter is the lack of high quality seed. My definition of seed quality
includes six items. They are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Varietal Purity
Germination and Vigor
Mechanical Purity and Inert Matter
Weed Seed
Other Crops Seed
Uniformity of Size

Most plant pathologists are primarily concerned with germination
and seedling vigor. There are three primary factors that affect germination and seedling vigor. The first is pathological. This includes
fungi, bacteria, and viruses. Pathological organisms attact soybeans
during the growing season and infest the seed. They can be carried
either externally or internally. The second factor affecting germination and vigor ts physiological conditioning. This includes seed
moisture, drying and storage temperatures, etc. The third is mechanical
handling, including harvesting, but also includes storage and processing.
The primary reason that I, as a plant pathologist, became concerned
in the seed quality problem was the result of a request to investigate a
problem that occured in a farmer•s field. A sack of one seed lot was
dumped into two hoppers of a six row planter. The farmer put seed of a
dtfferent lot tnto the other four hoppers and planted them. The seed
germinated and from one seed lot he averaged eight plants per foot and
from the second seed lot he averaged only three plants per foot. This
was extremely dramatic when seen under a field situation. The farmer
got upset about it, called us and we examined the plants and the remaini'ng seed and found that plants produced by seed from the poor quality lot were heavily infected with seedling diseases. Upon running
germination tests we found that the good seed lot germinated 87%, the
poor seed lot germinated less than 40%. In this particular instance, a
law suit insued and the seed company paid damages .
We are concerned with four specific diseases in the south. These
include cercospora (purple seed stain), downy mildew, diaporthe pod and
stem blight, and anthracnose. All four of these diseases are carried on
the seed and affect seedling quality the following year. To solve our
problem we made detailed observations of many commercial plantings and
reviewed the research conducted in several other states.
1/ Extension Plant Pathologist, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
College Station, Texas.
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University of Florida researchers had found th.a t when harvest was
delq.yed approxtma.tely one week.,. ger.mina.ti.on of the so.ybea.ns fell from
90% to 70% w-ith. some. yariettes. The.y a ho reported tfl.at soyoeans had a
50% gr~ter tnfection · wi.th. fu.nga l o_rga,ni_sms wnen harve.st was de.hyed and
that y1eld and grade decreased as disease level increased.
We know from our basic plant pathology that several things are
required for a disease to become established . There has to be a susceptible host, a parasitic organism, and correct weather conditions.
Therefore, to solve our problem we initiated several demonstrations.
These included application of pre-planting seed treatment fungicides,
hopper-box fungicides, foliar fungicides and untreated plots to rate the
various di s·eases. With the pre-planting seed treatment fungicides we
encountered difficulty because the fungicides used to treat the seed
were detrimental to the nodulating bacteria. Hopper-box fungicides
worked a little better. When we harvested the plots treated with foliar
fungicides we found that not only did we increase seed quality but we
increased yield, considerably.
For example, at one location in 1971 we found that application of
'Benlate' as recommended by the formulator increased yields by 15 bushels per acre. We also found that germination increased as much as 30%
above the seed harvested from the untreated plots. These dramatic results stirred our interest in foliar fungicides and we began looking at
numerous materials for control of soybean diseases . In demonstration
tests conducted since 1971, we have increased soybean yields an average
of six bushels per acre per year by application of foliar fungicides . We
also found that we consistantly increased quality.
Additional research was initiated by researchers in many other
states. For example, Dr. Norman Horn in Louisiana found that when diseases were present in the field, he increased the yield of 'Bragg'
soybeans from 36 to 48 bushels per acre. He also reported increases in
germination from 15 to 30%above that of the untreated check plots.
A research pathologist at Beaumont, Texas found that seed from nontreated plots averaged 80 poor quality seed in 100 grams of seed. Whereas,
plants treated with a foliar fungicide averaged only 45 poor quality
seed in 100 grams of seed. Foliar fungicides reduced infection by fungi
up to 50%. In this Texas test the control plots had 18.81 seed per 100
grams infected with cercospora (purple seed stain) but the seed from the
foliar fungicide treated plots had 0.69 infected seed per 100 grams.
During the past several years we have applied foliar fungicides
aerially to demonstrations in many different locations in Texas. Our
yields averaged six bushels per acre increase when 'Benlate' was applied
at one-half pound per acre. Other fungicides such as 'Mertect', 'Bravo•
and •ou-Ter' also increased yields. Dr. Barry Jacobsen, University of
Illinois, had ten large aerial application plots during 1975. He found
that with 'Benlate' applied at one-half pound per acre at early pod set
and agai'n 14 to 21 days later, yields increased up to 10 bushels per
acre. However, Illinois this past year received an above normal amount
of rainfall. Dr Jacobsen is of the opinion that it would pay all seed
producers in the state of Illinois to treat with a foliar fungicide to
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increase seed quality.
The use of foliar fungicides brought sev~ral facts to light . When
a foliar fungicide is applied to a soybean plant the plant retains its
leaves from seven to ten days longer. Several researchers believed that
foli~r.fungicides delayed maturity. Others were of the opinion that the
fung1c1de all owed the beans to mature at their normal rate. It was
found that untreated soybean plants were defoliated prematurely by cercospora organisms and the use of a fungicide suppressed these organisms
allowing the soybeans to retain their leaves and mature at a normal
rate of growth.
University of Maryland researchers have shown that when soybeans
defoliate prematurely due to diseases, yields are decreased. The most
important stage of growth for soybeans is the last two weeks before
maturity. This the time beans obtain their full size. The use of foliar fungicides delays leaf senesence up to one week thus allowing the
beans to mature at a normal rate and produce maximum yields.
In Texas our recommendations are as follows: Apply one- half pound
of 'Benlate ' /A during each of two applications. The first application
should be made at early pod set. Early pod set is defined as, that
stage of growth when approximately 60% of the pods have been set on the
plant... At this time the pods are from one-eighth to one inch long but
will not have begun filling. There will also be some flowers on the
plant. The second application shou ld be applied fourteen to twenty-one
days after the first appl ication.
11

We have found that the method of appl i cation of the fungicide to
soybeans is critical . Because soybean plants are too big to effectively
use ground equipment for spray application, aerial applications are
suggested. Since aerial application of fungicide i s relatively new,
work on application of fungicide to crops was necessary. It was found
that the height of the plane during application had to be no more than
five to eight feet above the crop to obtain proper penetration of the
plant canopy. Also, a minimum of five to seven and one-half gallons of
water per acre should be used to obtain proper coverage. Keep in mind
that when diseases were not a problem foliar fungicides did not increase
yields, however, where there was a severe disease probl em yields were
increased considerably by the application of foliar fungicides .
In conclusion, let's revi ew some germination test data. During
1974, thirty-eight fields of soybeans in Arkansas were treated with
'Benlate' . Fields treated with split applications of one-half pound of
Benlate each averaged 89.63% germinati on . Check fields averaged 80.13%
germination, an increase of 9.5% germination. A summary of data from
all states reporting during 1974 reveals that forty-four large plots
were treated with ' Benlate' and the seed averaged 88 . 64% germination.
Seed from the check plots averaged 79.27% germination, an i ncrease of
nearly 10%.
Finally, I suggest that you as a seed producer treat a portion of
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your fields as previously indicated and leave a portion untreated.
Harvest both portions separately, determine yields, quality an~ germination of the seed. I think you can prove for yourself whether a
fungicide is worth the effort.

NATIONAL SEED STORAGE LABORATORY--RESULTS
L. N. Bass

l/

Since early colonial times, plant introductions have contributed
materially to the progress of agriculture in the United States. Until
1889, however, this activity was poorly organized and rarely, if at all,
funded. Beginning in 1889 an inventory of plant introductions was begun, wherein each introduction received a number. Over 380,000 introductions had been numbered by 1974.
Unfortunately, there was no effective organization established for
the preservation of various collections. The seeds were sent either to
specialists in the Bureau of Plant Industry, to research workers in
state experiment stations or other plant breeders, none of which had
adequate storage facilities. If the plant introduction exhibited no outstanding attributes, the remnants of seeds were either discarded or
tossed in a drawer or box and left there until all viability was lost.
It has been estimated that before the late 1940's, as high as 98 percent
of some plant introductions were lost. Such losses led to repeated requests for the introduction of the same material. In many cases it
has been impossible to enter fruitful areas to reintroduce germplasm
that would possibly contribute to our plant breeding activity. Scientists finally awakened to the fact that the preservation of germplasm
was sadly neglected. In 1944, the National Research Council recommended that the United States Department of Agriculture establish a
facility for the preservation of valuable germplasm. There is no information available on what was done between 1944 and 1949. In 1949,
the chairman of the National Coordinating Committee for new crops appointed a special subcommittee on the National Seed Storage Facility.
That subcommittee worked very hard to develop support and plans for the
Laboratory. Their untiring efforts finally paid off, and in 1956 Congress appropriated $450,000 for construction of the National Seed Storage Laboratory, plus $100,000 per year to operate it.
The National Seed Storage Laboratory, located in Fort Collins,
Colorado, is a three-level building. All refrigeration and air conditioning equipment is on the ground floor, administative offices on the
second, seed storage rooms and the germination laboratory on the third
floor. The equipment and seed storage rooms are constructed with heavily reinforced concrete. The only windows in the buildings are in the
ground floor room across the corridor from the garage, the entire front
of the office area, and at the ends of the germination laboratory.
The 10 storage rooms are accessible from a common corridor and have
a capacity of 180,000 pint cans. If it ever becomes necessary, the
storage capacity could be expanded to many times the 180,000 by placing
small seeds in foil envelopes. For example, 4 to 5 grams of tobacco
1/Plant Physiologist, National Seed Storage Laboratory, USDA/ARS,
Fort Collins Colorado .
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seed now take as much storage space as 500 grams of wheat seed. By
placing tobacco seed in smal l foil envelopes, 20 accessions would require no more space than one tin can .
The accessions are arranged in numbered steel trays, and the trays
are placed in numbered steel racks. Any risk from fire is practically
eliminated except for the 4 inches of cork insulation on the periphery
of the rooms. The cork, however, is protected by a half-inch of plaster .
Storage conditi ons are maintained at about 5C and 35 percent relative humidity . The humidity is maintained at this level by the reheat method, in which the air i s delivered from the evaporator at a
temperature at least 12 to 15C lower than 5C and reheated to the specified 5C. The 5C temperature was sel ected as being suitabl e for most
seeds for at l east 10 to 15 years' storage . Three rooms, however, are
equipped so that a temperature of -12C can be maintained.
For research purposes , three small chambers have been installed on
the ground floor where different climatic conditions can be simulated.
These have temperatures of 10, 21 and 32C, and the cabinets inside the
chambers have relative humidities of 50, 70, and 90 percent, respectively, thus providing nine climatic anal ogs ranging from the prevail ing conditions in the northern states to those found in the deep south.
Seeds are accepted from all public agencies, commercial seed firms,
and individuals involv~d in plant breeding or seed research. When received, each sample is given a serial number and a genus and species
number, and is then tested for viability. If the germination is sati sfactory, the seeds are placed in tin cans and transferred to the storage
rooms. The cans are not hermetically sealed because of the necess ity
of frequent sampling. The seeds soon equilibrate with the low relative humidity which, along with the 5C temperature, el i minates insect
infestation.
The germination laboratory is equipped with two walk-in watercurtain germinators which are el ectronically controlled to provide
ei ther constant or alternating temperatures between 15 and 35C. Six
additional small water-curtain germinators with the same temperature
range provide a wide variety of conditions for research purposes.
When seeds are accepted for storage, the Laboratory has the responsibi lity of future maintenance. A 5-year retest program is fol lowed.
When seed vi abi lity drops to an unsafe l evel , the laboratory is authorized, through contracts , to produce a new generation with the same
genetic composition as the original accession. Seeds with relatively
low viabilities are tested every 2 years .
Any seeds of present or potential value are accepted for storage,
but adequate documentati on i s required. Documentation consists of descriptions of the varieties or breeding lines, or references to publications in which descriptions can be found . All documentation is being
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converted to an automatic data retrieval system.
The specified quantities of seeds for storage are dependent on the
kind and the difficulty of production. For most kinds, such as named
varieties, we prefer to store between 10,000 and 20,000 seeds. This
amount provides for many retests, seed requests, and regrowing. In the
case of genetic materials, with which it is often difficult to obtain
large amounts of seeds, 500 seeds are acceptable and the donor then
assumes the responsibility of future increases. The number of seeds
used for germination tests of such genetic stocks is scaled down to
give us only a rough estimate of viabilities.
When seeds are accepted for storage, they become public property
and are subject to disbursement. The only exception to this rule is a
provision that the donor can request a 5-year moratorium on distribution.
Only seeds are stored and they are expected to be clean and have
high viability. When seeds of low viability are received, they are
stored on a temporary basis until seeds of higher viability are received as a replacement. When large collections are received, the donor
is provided with a report on the germination of the entire collection.
With such a report, the donor can plan for seed replacements for low
germinating accessions according to increase of breeding programs.
Although the Laboratory was not intended to be a distributing
agency, any bona fide research worker in the United States or its possessions can obtain nominal amounts of seeds without charge, provided
supplies are unobtainable elsewhere. The Laboratory is not a procurement agency for research workers but does cooperate by advising individuals as to sources of seeds stored in the Laboratory.
The Laboratory has no responsibility in relation to committments
with foreign countries. All deposits and requests for seeds from
foreign countries are channeled through the Principal Plant Introduction Officer, Germplasm Resources Laboratory, Agricultural Research
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland. This
policy does not imply that foreign countries cannot avail themselves
of the services of the Laboratory. The Laboratory does accept seed
from and disburse seed to foreign scientists, but only with the approval of the Principal Plant Introduction Officer.
The Laboratory is charged with the publishing of inventories of
seed stocks in storage. The inventories, broken down into various crop
groups and containing only listings of seed stocks and donors, are distributed throughout the United States to research scientists. Future
inventories will be developed from computer printouts. At present,
more than 91,400 accessions are in storage.
The present value of seed storages may not be immediately apparent, but as time goes on, they will become increasingly important.
Modern improved varieties are gradually encroaching on centers of crop
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or1g1ns so that pockets where disease resistances are found are becoming
increasingly confined. If materials from these pockets are not col lected and preserved, they will be lost forever to plant breeders . By
placing all plant introductions in appropriate storages, they will be
available to plant breeders indefinitely . Furthermore, some areas for
fruitful exploration are no longer accessible to plant expl orers. Consequently, i t is important that plant materials from those areas be preserved. One valuable plant introduction may save an agricultural industry , and the benefits realized from one introduction would conceivably
pay for the construction of a storage and the cost of maintaini ng one
for many years.
The average percentage viabi li ty decline, range of viabi l ity decline , the percentage of samples showing a decline after 10 years of
storage, and the estimated storage life of several kinds of agricultural
and vegetable seeds are given in Tabl e 1.
In addition to the routine storage of germplasm, the staff of the
National Seed Storage Laboratory al so conducts research on seed storage
and related germination problems.
Many factors are involved in the safe storage of seeds . The most
critical factor i s seed moisture content, especially for sealed storage.
Results of a study in which crimson cl over (Trifolium incarnatum
L.), safflower (Carthamus tinctorius L.), sesame (Sesamum indicum L.),
sorghum (Sorghum b1color (L.) Moench), and lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.)
seeds were adjusted to 4, 7, and 10 percent moisture content and sealed
in metal cans in air, a partial vacuum , carbon dioxide, nitrogen, helium, or argon, and then stored for periods up to 8 years at -12, - 1,
10, 21 , and 32C show that:
Crimson cl over seeds with 4 and 7 percent moisture kept well at
all temperatures under all atmospheres. Seeds containing 10 percent
moisture lost viability rapidly at 32C but kept well for about 4 years
at 21C . Seeds at lower temperatures kept well for 8 years.
Safflower seed with 4 percent moisture stored well under all temperature and relative humidity combinations, while 7 percent moisture
seeds kept wel l at -12 and -1, but showed some decline at 10C in 8
years. At 21C, viability declined rapidly after 2 years and at 32C ,
the seeds were all dead in less than 1 year . Ten percent moisture
seeds showed some decline in viabi li ty after 5 years at -12 and -1C.
At higher temperatures, viability declined very rapidly, and at 21 and
32C the seeds were all dead in less than 1 year.
Sesame. Four percent moisture sesame seeds stored well at all
temperatures under al l atmospheres. Seeds with 10 percent moisture
lost three-fourths of their initial viability in 1 year under al l atmospheres and nearly all were dead i n 2 years.
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Table 1. Average percentage viability decl ine, range of viability
decline, and percentage of samples showing a decline after 10 years of
storage in the National Seed Storage Laboratory, and estimated storage
l ife by kinds of seeds.

Kind of Seed

Avg.
Range of
Decline (%) Decline (%)

Samples
Showing
Decline (%)

Estimated
St orage Life
{Years)

AGRICULTURAL CROPS
Alfalfa
Barley
Corn
Cotton
Flax
Oats
Peanut
Red Clover
Rice
Rye
Safflower
Soybean
Tobacco
Wheatgrasses

6
8
10
24
8
16
10
9

18
28
15
9

16

2- 14
2-23
No decline
2-40
3-55
2-21
3-46
2-26
2- 20
3-47
4- 52
2-36
2020
4-43

67.0
67.0
50.0
50.0
88.0
67.0
50.0
50.0
75.0
42.0
50.0

40
40
50+
30
15
40
20
30
30
20
15
20
30
20

25.0
50 .0
75.0
33.0
33 .0
33.0
60.0
80.0
33.0
50.0
50 .0
50 .0

40
30
30
40
30
40+
15+
15+
40+
40+
40+
30

50 .0
50.0

VEGETABLE CROPS
Bean
Beet
Cantaloupe
Carrot
Cucumber
Eggplant
Lettuce
Oni on
Peas
Pepper
Tomato
Watermelon

7
11

10
8
9

6
18
21
4
6
5
11

3- 27
4- 22
3-47
4-26
3- 26
4-10
6-56
3-46
2-07
2-12
2-10
2-22
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Sorghum seeds at 4 percent moisture content kept well at all temperatures in all atmospheres, except that a marked decline in viabi lity
occurred after 8 years' storage at 32C under air and nitrogen. Seeds
containing 7 percent moisture stored well for 8 years under all atmospheres at all temperatures except 32C, at which a decline occurred between the 5- and 8-year tests. Seeds with 10 percent moisture content
kept well at -12, -1, and 10C, showed some decline at 31C and were dead
after 8 years at 32C.
Lettuce. During 8 years of storage, 4 percent moi sture content lettuce seeds retained their viability about equally wel l at all temperatues in all atmospheres . Seeds with 7 percent moisture content retained
their viabi lity well for 8 years at -12, -1, and 10C under all atmopheres tested , and 10-percent moisture content seeds did not keep well
at temperatures above -1C. In general , the atmosphere in the can had
little effect on seed l ongevi ty.
Results of studies using flex i ble packaging materials show that
only materials containing fo il provide sufficient mo i sture protection
for safe storage of adequately dried seeds . For sealed storage, seed
moisture content must be low enough to be safe at the highest temperature to which the seeds might be exposed.
Crimson clover seeds with 3.3 percent moisture content were sealed
in packages made of various foi l-containing laminates and stored in a
walk-in water- curtain germinator held at 20C for 15 hours (ni ght) and
30C for 9 hours (day) per day with the relative humi dity continuously
at 95 to 100 percent. Germination of the seed was 74 percent when
packaged and stored. After 8 years in the walk-in germinator, the
seeds in the best foil-laminated material had a moisture content of
3.8 percent and germinated 80 percent . Similar results were obtained
with the foil-contai ning material s under all storage conditions tested.
In a study on the effects of storage conditions on longevity of
tomato (L,co ersicon esculentum Mill.), bean (Phaseolus vul aris L. ),
pea (Pisum sativum L. , watermelon (Citrullus l anatus (Thumb. Matsum
& Nakai), cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.), and sweet corn (Zea mays L.)
seeds, we found that year of production, probably through growing and
harvesting conditions, has a defini te but variable effect on seed starability, especially under unfavorable conditions.
Because varietal differences in storability exist, one storage
condition may not be best for all va ri eties of any given kind of seed.
The kinds of vegetable seeds studied can be stored sati sfactori ly at
21C/50 percent rel ative humi dity for 4 years and at 10C/50 percent
relative humidity for 5 years or more (13).
Hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) seeds with 5.7 and 8.3 percent moisture
retained essentially their original viability for 15 years at -10 and
10C in sealed containers and cloth bags (8.3 percent seed only.) Hemp
seeds with 5.7 percent moisture declined 12 and 11 percent in viability
after 15 years at 10C and 50 percent relative humidity and -10C and
uncontrol l ed rel ative humidity, respectively, in cloth bags (8).
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Seeds of one lot of kenaf (Hibiscus cannabinus L.) with 8 percent
mosture retained their original viabiity for 12 years in sealed containers at -10, 0, and 10C, but seeds of a second lot with t he same
moisture content showed a marked reduction in viability at each temperature tested. Kenaf seeds with 9.2 percent moisture were stored 10
years in sealed containers at - 10, 0, and 10C with only minor losses in
viability . Seeds with 10.4 percent moisture lost from 0 percent (-18C)
to 15 percent (10C) viability in 10 years (8) .
The staff at the USDA Horti cultural Field Station, Cheyenne, Wyoming, was active in testing numerous vegetable varieties for adaptation to Wyoming during the period 1930 to 1950. Worldwide collections
of varieties of vegetable seed were made and subsequently were increased
at Cheyenne. As the seeds were received or increased, the packages were
dated. Tests were made on almost 2,000 lots of vegetable seed stored
in paper containers in a l aboratory at Cheyenne, Wyoming, for 15 to 30
years (10). Kinds of seeds with average germinati on of 40 percent and
above include tomato, beet (Beta vul aris L.), muskmelon (Cucumis melo
L.), sweet corn, watermel on, squash Cucurbita spp . ), and pumpkin----(Cucurbita spp.). Carrot (Daucus carota L.), pea, and oni on (Alli um
~ L. ) seeds fal l in a 30 percent viability class. Those with average
v1aoiliti es of approximately 20 percent are pepper (Capsicum spp . ), cucumber, and bean. Almost complete loss of viability was found in parsnip (Pastinaca sativa L.), cabbage (Brass i ca oleracea var. capitata L.),
turni p (Brassica rapa L.), and lettuce seed . Wide d1vergencies in viabi li ty were found in seeds of the same age within the same species.
This divergence suggests that factors, other than storage conditions
which might influence longevity, need investigation.
In a study utilizing Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) seed,
rate of drying had little effect on the longev1ty of immature seeds.
Mature seeds remained viable longer than immature seeds when both were
stored under the same conditions. Relative humidity had a greater effect on seed longevity that did storage temperature (1).
Germinations of seeds of wheat (Triticum spp.), rye (Secale cereale
L.), soybeans (Glycine max L. Merr.), and safflower with approximate
moisture contents of 4, 8, and 12 percent, stored at constant -12, -1,
10, 21, and 32C were compared with seeds from the same lots stored at
-12C for 2 weeks and transferred, at biweekly intervals, progressively
to the next highest temperature used in the constant series until 32C
was reached. The sequence of transfer was then reversed from the highest to the lowest storage temperature through two complete sequences.
Germination tests were made at the end of the constant and variable
storages, and again following 3-month storage under room conditions
(21C and 30 percent relative humidity). Wheat seeds were not affected
by any of the storage conditions, whereas incipient damage in rye seeds
stored at 10 and 32C became evident during 3 months ' room storage. Soybean seeds with 11.4 percent moisture were dead at 34 weeks when stored
at 32C, and some damage was evident in seeds with 7.9 percent moisture
under 32C storage. Moisture content of 12.2 percent in safflower seeds
was too high for storage at 21 and 32C and deterioration initiated at
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21C continued under room conditions. No adverse effects of room storage
were evident following storage of seeds at -12, 10, or 21C (12).
Green (high vigor) and bleached (low vigor) lima beans (Phaseolus
lunatus L.) were stored at 21C and 50, 70, and 90 percent relative humidity. At the end of 36 months no signifi cant loss of viability oc- .
curred in either lot at 50 percent relative humidity. No significant
loss of vi abi l ity was found i n the high vigor lot stored at 70 percent
relative humidity, but the low vigor lot lost all viabi l ity. Both lots
were worthless for pl anting purposes when stored at 90 percent relative
humidity for 3 months (6).
Osteospermum ecklonis (DC.) Norl. and winged and unwinged Dimorphotheca sinuata, DC. seeds were storedat nine temperature/relative humidity conditions. Seeds held at 32/90 and 21/90 died within 3 months .
and those at 10/90, within 12 months. Seeds stored at 32/70 died within
6 months, and those at 21/70 within 24 monnths, but seeds at 10/70 retained one-half to three-fourths their original viability after 24
months. Seeds stored at 32/50 were worthless after 18 months, while
seeds at 21/50 sti ll retained essentially their original viabi lity.
Seeds stored at 10/50 l ost very l ittle germination during 42 months of
storage {7).
Hand-shelled 'Spanette' peanut (Arachi s hypogea L.) seeds can be
stored for 5 years or longer without loss of viability when held at 10C
and 50 percent relative humidity.
Seeds adequately predried can be stored safely in packages of good
moi sture barrier materials for 3 or more years, even under the adverse
temperature and relative humidity condi t i ons inside a 20- 30C watercurtain, walk-in, room-type germinator (3).
Year of production had no consistent effect on retenti on of viability of reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea L.) seed stored under
various conditi ons.
According to Harrington's rule of thumb for safe storage of seed,
the temperature in F + % relative humidity should hot exceed 100
(10). Temperature F/percent relative humidity combinations which total
more than 100 are not satisfactory for safe, long- term storage of reed
canarygrass seeds in open or porous containers. Temperature F/percent
relative humidity combinations totaling 120 may provide satisfactory
storage of initially high germinating seed for 1, 2, or possibly 3 years,
provided temperature contributes less than one-half the total. Temperature F/percent relative humidity combinations totaling 140 or mqre
should be avoided. Temperature should always be the smaller number for
any temperature F/percent relative humidity combination greater than
100. The results of this study suggest that the viability losses observed for reed canarygrass seed between recei pt in the warehouse and
final processing may be largely overcome by controll ing the temperature
and relative humidity of storage areas (2).
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Lettuce seed, cvs. Imperial 847, Imperial 456, Imperial 44, Fulton,
and Oswego were stored at a wide range of temperature and relative humidity conditions to determine thei r effect upon devel opment of red
cotyledons (physi ological necrosis}.
Red cotyledons did not develop equally (rate or amount} in seeds
of all cultivars at any gi ven storage condi t i on. More red cotyl edons
developed at a low than at a high rel ati ve humidity at the same temperature. However , longer storage at the low rel ative humidity was required before red cotyl edons developed.
Storage at - 12C/70 percent rel at ive humidity prevented red cotyl edon development in all cultivars tested 210 weeks. Storage at 10/90,
10/70 , 4/35 and -1/40 prevented red cotyledon devel opment in all culti vars for 157 weeks and in some cul t i vars for 210 weeks (4}.
Pre- and post-frost harvested seeds of three lines of Vernonia
anthel mintica (L.} Willd. were stored for 96 weeks under combinations
of cold (0.6C with 30 to 35 percent relative humidity}, room (25 to 30C
with uncontrolled relative humidity) and barn (ambient temperature and
relative humidity) conditi ons to determine the effects of storage conditions on germination. Pre-frost harvested seeds were very dormant,
with an i nitial germination of 8 to 12 percent. Tetrazolium tests indicated viabi li ties of 86 to 89 percent for t he three lines. The average ini tial germination of post-frost harvested seeds was 12 percent and
the viability was l ess than 50 percent.
Seeds in col d storage lost dormancy sl owly, while seeds i n room
and barn storage reached maxi mum germination by 24 or 48 weeks. After
this period, a gradual decline in germi nabili ty occurred. The best
storage treatment used was 24 weeks at room conditions foll owed by
col d storage (14).
Seeds of several cantaloupe cultivars retained essentially their
fu ll initial germinati on during 12 years of storage under al l conditions tested. However, germination of seeds of other cultivars declined somewhat after 7 years, and very few seeds germi nated after 12
yea rs under the higher temperatures. Of the three storage conditi ons
used (32C/15 percent relative humidity, 21C/30 percent rel ati ve humidity, and 10C/60 percent relative humidity) , 10C/60 percent r elative
humidity was the most satisfactory for storage of cantaloupe seeds over
a 12-year period.
Because only one sample of seed of each cul tivar was included in
thi s study, it is possible that all or some of the apparent differences in keeping quali ty among culti vars are sampl e differences rather
than true cultivar differences (5) .
Rate of viability l oss in Crambe (Crambe abyssinica Nachst ex R.
E. Fries) seed vari ed among seed lots regardless of the storage conditi ons. At 21C/70 percent relative humidity , all seed l ots lost
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viability rapidly; at 21C/50 percent relative humidity, 32C/50 percent
relative humidity, 32C/50 percent relative humidity, and 10C/70 percent relative humidity, the rate of viability loss varied greatly
among the seed lots. Storage at 10C/50 percent rel ative humidity was
found to be most practical for hi gh- vigor seeds. Viability of both
l ow- vigor and high-vigor seeds was retained equally well for 8 years at
both 4C/35 percent relative humidity and -1C/40 percent relative humidi ty (9).
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ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTICROP SEED FIRMS!/
M. Dean Ethridg~
Introduction
Agricultural seed are the basi s of a large and growing industry in
the Uni ted States . In 1974 the U.S.D.A. estimated the cost of seed to
U.S. farmers to be $2 billion (Fi gu re 1). This compared with a total
farm operating cost in the U. S. of $50 . 7 billion, so that seed expense
accounted for about 4% of total farm operating expense in 1974. In
1973, seed expense accounted for about ~% of total farm operating
expense ($1.6 billion versus $45.6 billion). In 1972 seed expense
accounted for about 3% total farm operating expense ($1.1 billion versus
$36.3 billion} (Figure 1).
While agricultural seed do not currently account for a large
percentage of total farm operating expense, they are t rul y the founda t ion of a productive agricultural sector . Farmers realize the criti cal
importa nce of good seed and have increasingly declined to utili ze untested seed of their own. Instead they look to an organized industry to
supply them seed that are guaranteed f or both quality and varietal
purity.
Figure 2 compares seed expense and total farm operating expense in
eleven Southern states with the same expenses for the rest of the continental United States . Thus , total farm operating expense in 1974 was
$14.4 billion in the Southern states and $35.3 billion in the rest of
the U.S. Likewise seed expensein 1974 was about $500 milli on in the
Southern states and $1,500 mil li on in the rest of the country. It may
also be determined from Fi gure 2 that, during the three-year peri od
1972-74, seed expense in the Southern states was a somewhat smal ler proportion of total farm operati ng expense than it was in the rest of the
country. Furthermore, Figure 3 il lustrates that, during the same time
period, total farm operating expense increased slightly more in the
Southern states (41% versus 39% increase). Seed expense increased
significantly l ess in the Southern states than in the rest of the
United States (73% versus 86% i ncrease) ; however, the rate of increase
in seed expense fs much larger tha n the rate of increase in total farm
operating expense in both parts of the nati on.
11Resul ts reported in this presentation came from resea rch done whi l e t he
author was in the Department of Agricultural Economics at the Univers i ty
of Georgia. Much of the materia l given here is contained in Market
Str ucture and Conduct of Seed Processing in Georgia I . General, By
M. Dean Ethridge , University of Geo rgia, Experi ment Station Research
Report 173, November 1973.

~Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics , Texas A & MUniversity ,
College Station , Texas.
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$1.1 bil.
$1.6 bi l.

Total Farm Operating Expense and Seed Expe nse , U. S.a . , 1972-74

a Excluding Alaska and Hawaii
SOURCE:

USDA-ERS, St ate Farm Income Statistics , Sept. 1975.
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Figure 2: Total Farm Operating Expense ang Seed Expense, Eleven Southern
States Versus Remaining U.S. , 1972-74
Excluding Alaska and Hawaii
SOURCE: USDA-ERS , State Farm Income Stati stics , Sept . 1975 .

Figure 3:

Percentage Increase from 1972 to 1974 in Total Farm Operating ExRense and
Seed Expense, Eleven Southern States Versus R~maining U.S.

aExcluding Alaska and Hawaii
SOURCE : USDA- ERS , State Farm Income Statistics, Sept. 1975.
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The challenge to the agricultural seed industry is to continue to
supply better adapted and more vigorous seed to the nation's farmers at
a reasonable cost. To accomplish this challenge wfll require improved
understanding of the economic issues as well as the agronomic, environmental, and other issues involved.
The limited objective of this presentation is to convey some results
from a survey of multi'crop seed processing firms in Georgia. The survey
was taken in 1973 for the purpose of obtaining an economic picture of
market structure and conduct of the state's seed industry in general,
and of seed processing firms in particular. (Results for Georgia should
be useful for assessing and comparing market structure and conduct in
other Southern states.) Seed processors were singled out because they
apparently occupy a pivotal place in the seed market. They are the ones
to be involved all along the marketing chain with producers, wholesalers,
and retailers alike. Certainly, they are primary channels through which
seed produced wtthin a state are put on the market.
Results specific to peanut seed processing firms are excluded from
this report primari'ly ~?cause such firms are almost always specialized
in processing peanuts.- Most ot~er major seeds are handled in conjunction with various kinds of seed,_/
Market Structure
Number, Size, and Age Characteristics
Based on survey results, it is estimated that seed processing firms
(other than peanut firms) in Georgia process 130-150 million pounds of
seed annually. Seeds for corn, soybeans, wheat, oats, rye, and cotton
account for 90-95 percent of this volume.
Firms were classified according to the size of their seed processing operation as 11 Smal1 11 , .. medium .. , or 11 large 11 firms. Table 1 shows the
volume criteria for size categories and the percentage of firms in each
category.
In terms of volume the large firms process about 70%of the seed,
the medium firms process about 25%, and the small firms handle only about 5% of the seed.
Sixty percent of all firms reported an increase in capacity of the
seed processing plants since 1960. For medium and large size firms, 73%
3/For a report on peanut seed processing firms see: M. Dean Ethridge,
Market Structure and Conduct of Seed Processing in Georgia II. Peanuts,
University of Georgia, Experiment Station Research Report 174, November 1973.
1/on the average, each non-peanut processing firm in Georgia handles four
or five different kinds of seed.
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TABLE 1. SIZE CLASSIFICATION OF SEED PROCESSING FIRMS AND NUMBER OF
FIRMS IN EACH SIZE CATEGORY.
Percentage of Firms
in Each Category

Size Category

Pounds of Cleaned
Seed Per Season

Small

Less than 1,000,000

40

Medium

1,000,000 to 5,000,000

33

Large

More than 5,000,000

27

and 75%, respectively, reported at l east some increase in capacity;
however, only 39% of the small firms reported any increase. Furthermore, the magnitude of increases in capacity has been noticeably
larger for medium and large size firms (Table 2). Apparently, the seed
processing sector has been becoming more concentrated, i.e., the larger
firms are processing an ever greater portion of the seed.
Average age for all the firms is 20 years, i .e., the average year
of construction was 1956. Average age for small firms is 21 years, for
medium firms is 16 years, and for large firms is 23 years. Thirty-eight
percent of the plants have been established since 1960!
Ownership and Business Organization
Type of legal ownership of seed processing firms is diverse, as
shown in Table 3. It is interesting to note that medium firms are the
most l i kely of all sizes to be single proprietorships and large firms
are most likely to be corporations. But medium firms are just as likely
to be corporations as they are single proprietorships. Ownership of
small firms is evenly distributed among single proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations. When all sizes of firms are taken together,
the corporation is the most common type of ownership arrangement, fo l lowed by single proprietorship and then partnership . Cooperatives and
government-owned seed processing plants are not common. The governmentowned plants exist only for research purposes or to process the state's
foundation seed.
Many seed processing plants are component parts of larger, diversified business operations; for example, a multi-products firm, grain
warehouse, farm supply service, farming operation, etc. Thus, the emphasis here is on the diversification into operations other than seed
processing rather than into processing of various kinds of seed. Seventy-three percent of all firms surveyed were diversified business
operations, with medium and large firms being more likely to specialize
in seed processing.

TABLE 2.

Firm Size

PERCENTAGE OF SEED PROCESS ING FIRMS REPORTING AN INCREASE IN CAPACITY AND SIZE OF INCREASE , BY
FIRM SIZE.
Firms Reporting an Increase i n Capacity of:

Firms Reporting an
Increase in Capacity
(%)

Less than 25%

25-50%

50-75% 75-100% Greater than 100%

------------------------------------------Percent------------------ -------------- ------- -- -Smal l

39

0

28

11

0

0

Medi'um

73

0

13

27

13

20

Large

75

0

8

34

25

8

ALL FIRMS

60

0

18

22

11

9

......,
......,
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TABLE 3.

PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS UNDER VARIOUS TYPES OF OWNERSHIP, BY FIRM
SIZE.

Type of Ownership

Small
Firms

Medium
Firms

Single Proprietorship

28

40

17

29

Partnership

28

20

25

24

Corporation

28

40

50

38

Cooperati ve

0

0

8

2

Government

16

0

0

7

Large
Firms

ALL
FIRMS

The primary reason given for diversification into other business
operations is the seasonality of seed processi ng. Those firms that are
specialized in seed processing, generally try to handle enough of different kinds of seed to allow year-round operation of the plant (which
is just another type of divers ification). Just as large firms are more
likely to be specialized in seed processi ng, they are al so more likely
to handl e several kinds of seed .
An indicati on of how "coordinated" the seed market is, may be obtained from information about association of seed processi ng firms wi th
other di sti nct firms at the same level or higher up in the marketing
chain &jhrough contracts, purchasing, or selling agreements, ownership,
etc.). - In Georgia, there i s a di stinct tendency for large r seed processing firms to oe associated with other firms. Thus, 17%, 47%, and
58% of sma ll, medium, and large firms, respectively, have some type of
formal coordination. Over half (59%) of the coordinated firms are associated through ownership, with all but one of the rest using written
contracts.
~Marketing coordination may be either "horizontal" (i.e. , between firms
performing simi lar activities at the same level in the marketing chain)
or "vertical" (i .e. , between firms with different but related activities along the marketing chain). If this coordination is achieved by
means of a common ownership of the firms, then i t is commonly called
"integration" in order to distinguish this from coordina tion by means
of formal agreements. An example of verti cal integration is for a seed
processing firm to take ownersQip of seed retail firms .
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Table 4 ranks the importance of buyers of seed from the processing firms in terms of volume purchased . Thus, for small firms, the
largest part of their seed is sold directly to farmers, which are ranked
first in Table 4. Retail dealers are second and wholesale dealers are
third for small firms. For ooth medium and large firms, wholesale
dealers buy the largest volume . For all processing firms taken together,
wholesale dealers, farmers, and retail dealers are ranked first, second,
and third, respectively . Table 4 gives a clue about vertical coordination in the market system, since much of the seed sold to wholesale
dealers is determined by contractual agreement or ownership ties.
TABLE 4.

RANKING OF BUYERS ACCORDING TO VOLUME PURCHASED FROM SEED
PROCESSING FIRMS, BY SIZE .

Buyers

Small
Firms

Medium
Firms

Large
Firms

ALL
FIRMS

---------------Rank------------------------------Farmers

1st

3rd

2nd

2nd

Wholesale Dealers

3rd

1st

1st

1st

Retail Dealers

2nd

2nd

3rd

3rd

The question also arises about how coordinated seed processing
firms are with farmers who produce the seed. Certainly the degree of
coordination between producers and processors is significant . Sometimes
the processor is also a producer, this is especially true for the smaller
processing firms. All seed grown as Georgia Certified Seed are administered through the seed processors of the state; therefore, they are
specifically charged with coordinating this portion of seed production.
About two-thirds of all major seeds processed are taken into ownership
by processing firms. Many of these seeds are produced according to
specifications of the processing firms. More will be said about producer-processor relationships in the following section on market conduct.
About half of all seed processing firms regularly buy seed from
other states, while about two-thirds of the small firms and almost all
the medium and large firms sell some seed for out-of-state use (Table
5). Obviously, the market for Georgia's seed industry does not stop at
state boundaries.
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TABLE 5.

PERCENTAGE OF SEED PROCESSING FIRMS THAT BUY AND SELL SEED
OUTSIDE THE STATE, BY FIRM SIZE
Small
Firms

Medium
Firms

Large
Firms

ALL
FIRMS

-----------------Percent-----------------------Buy some outof-state seed

50

47

58

51

Sell some seed for
out-of-state use

67

93

100

84

Market Conduct
Price and Product Practices
The most frequently mentioned methods for determining prices charged
for seed are the following:
(1) "According to the competition."

(2) "According to what the market will bear. •
(3) "Fixed mark-up based on sunk cost."
(4} "Fixed mark-up based on projected retail price. "
It was apparent that alternative pricing methods may be dominant under
alternative market conditions . For example, with a strong market the
processor may be able to use a fixed mark-up pricing policy, but a weak
market may require exclusive use of a policy of "meeting the competition."
About two-thirds of all firms do some custom processing of seed,
i.e., charge of fee for processing seed under someone else•s ownership.
On the average, 25-50% of most seed processed is done as custom work.
Frequency and volume of custom work tend to increase as firm size
increases. This fact is partly accounted for by the practice of some
small firms of processing only what they produce and partly by the practice of many larger firms of keeping the plant operating at near capacity
levels whenever possible.
The main methods of estimating optimum quantities of seed to process
each sea son are: (1) interaction with personnel in wholesale and retail
companies, the cooperative extension service, and other parts of the
trade and (2) demand levels in current and recent years . Methods of
obtaining the desired quantities of seed are shown in Table 6.
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Two of these methods, letting written contracts and making verbal
agreements with producers, are the primary ways of coordtnati"ng seed
production with what the market appears to need. Tlie practice of letting
written contracts with seed producers is rare among smal l firms ; however,
one-third of medium f i rms use written contracts and 58%of large f i rms
use them . Apparently , many processors often find a verbal, .. gentl emen's
agreement .. , wi th producers to be adequate .
Approximately a third of al l firms indicated a reliance on farmers t
demand for custom processing to obtain desired processing quantities.
Recal l ing the fact that the frequency in volume of custom work tends to
increase as firm size increases , ft is i nteresti ng to observe in Tabl e 6
that a some~ hat larger percentage of the small firms actual ly rely on
custom work each year . Apparent ly, the management of l arger firms tend
to view custom work as an important, but not irrepl aceable portion of
their seasonal vol ume. This interpretation is consistent with the fact
that the l arger firms are much more l i kely to initiate a search for
needed seed (Table 6). It is common practice for a large processing
firm to canvas severa l states in order to find a type of seed for which
it has a current market.
TABLE 6.

PERCENTAGE OF MANAGERS INDICATING SELECTED METHODS AS USEFUL
IN O~JAINING DESIRED QUANTITIES TO PROCESS EACH YEAR, BY FIRM
SIZE-.

Method

Small
Firms

Medium
Firms

Large
Fi rms

ALL
FIRMS

---- -- --- --- ---Percent----------------Let written contracts wi th seed
producers

6

33

58

29

Make verbal agreements with seed
producers

28

60

50

44

Rely on farmers' demand for
custom processing

39

27

33

33

Rely on individual search for
needed seed

22

33

58

36

Use outside buyers

17

13

0

11

Other methods!v'

17

0

0

7

~Excludes the alternative of a firm growing its own seed.
Eflncludes harvesting and cleaning other peoples seed in return for~ of
the seed, and a reliance on research needs in various seed.
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Use of go-between buyers outside the firm to obtain desired seed
was indi cated by only 11% of all firms lTable 61. Tne practice i s
apparently nonexistent among tne large processing fi rms , which nave
these buying personnel interna lized in their operations. Neither did
any of the large firms indicate any use of outside s~ lle rs to move their
seed into the market. The same percentage of smal l firms that use
outside buyers (17%) also use outside sel lers to move some of their ~eed
into the market. However, 40~ of the medium firms use outside sellers
ocasiona lly, compared with only 13% us ing outside buyers. The medium
firms have not internalized their selling operations as much as they
have their buying operations.
Sales Promotion Practices
The way firms in an industry promote their products on the market
i s an important aspect of the industry•s conduct. Such practices may
also be closely re lated to financial management practices . Table 7
summarizes the extent of usage of certain promotion practices, and the
table wil l be used to focus a discussion about them.
TABLE 7.

PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS USING SELECTED PROMOTION PRACTICES, BY
FIRM SIZE.
Small
Firms

Medium
Firms

Large
Firms

ALL
FIRMS

-------------Percent----------------------Sel l some seed under
private brand

16.7

53.3

50.0

37.8

Give quantity discounts
on seed sal es

33.3

60.0

33.3

42.2

Grant credit on sales

61.1

73.3

66.7

66.7

Advertise

44.4

46.7

50.0

46.7

Thirty-eight percent of all processing firms utilize a private brand,
with about half of the medium and large firms but less than a fifth of
the small firms (Table 7). Firms utilizing private brands averaged
sel l ing about 40% of their total seed under private brand names.
The practice of giving quantity discounts on seed sales i s followed
by a third of both small and large firms. It is a more common sales promotion practice among medium firms, with 60% of them giving quantity discounts (Table 7). More medium firms, 73%, also grant credit on seed sales;
followed by large firms with 67%; and then smal l firms with 61% (Table 7).
For those firms that do grant credit, about half have a standard proce-
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dure of charging interest on unpaid balance after a set period of time
and about half do not generally charge intere.s t on unpaid b&lance.
Slightly less than half of all the seed processing firms advertise
(Table 7). Predictab ly~ advertising expenditures tend to increase as
firm size increases. Most used advertising mediums are radio~ newspapers~
trade magazines, and promoti'onal leaflets. Advertising programs generally
emphasize quality and accompaning service aspects of seed. Most do not emphasize price competition .
Conclusion
The foregoing description of a state's seed processing sector is just
one type of economic research that needs to be done in order to successfully confront production and marketing challenges facing the agricultural
seed industry. Published economic research relating directly to agricul tura l seeds is scarce indeed. Certainly, the larger seed companies
do some research to aid their efforts at marketing planning and development--and they need to continue to do so. But there may be many economic
problem areas for which help can be contributed by your state agricultural
experiment station and the economic research units of the U.S.D.A. Some
examples are discussed below.
(1) Costs and production efficiency--More accurate data is needed on
the various costs involved in producing and processing alternative seed
crops. Such data would not only facilitate equitable compensation to all
participants but would also form the basis for analysis of effigJency of
alternative sizes and types of production and processing units.(2) Dynamics of supply and demand behavior--Agricultural seed in
general have several attributes that make their supply behave in unusual
ways. Thus, seed are somewhat unique among the major agriucltural inputs
in that they are crops grown by farmers as well as used by farmers in
growing the same type of crop. Also, since seeds are living organisms
that are quite susceptible to damage and/or destruction, supply levels
are more likely to exhibit significant random fluctuations due to weather,
disease, and insects.
Demand behavior for seeds may also be quite distinct. It is a
"derived" demand, i.e., derived ultimately from the demand for the crop
it is used to grow and derived more immediately from farmer's demand for
planting acreage he decides to use in producing a given crop. Furthermore~
si gnificant random variation in demand levels may be introduced by replantings due to weather, disease, etc.

§! One example of such research is another presentation given at this

short course by Warren Couvillion titled "Economic Efficiencies in Seed
Processing. " For another example see: C.H. Greene, Cost and Efficiency
in the Operation of Oregon Commercial Seed Processing Warehouses, Oregon
State University, Agricultural Experiment Station, Special Report 167,
January 1964.
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The foregoing supply and demand attributes are fairly general to al l
seed, but specific attributes multiply i n number when considering specific
crops. Some examples are: (1) hybrid corn and grain sorghum seed, which
require commitment to production for seed before planting begins and
careful attention to segregation in fields producing seed ; (1) peanut seed,
which are extremely sensitive to harvesting and processing damage and very
difficu l t to store for more than one season; and (3) cotton seed, which
usually survives storage wel l but requires totally unique processing
procedures. The list could continue, but these examples should sufficiently emphasize problems involved.
Economic theory offers many tools for explaining and analyzing supply
and demand behavior in view of specific commodi ty deman~ characteristics
such as the ones given above. Combining this theory with mathematical
and statistical tools, along with sufficient data from the industry,
would result in improved behavior predictions of supply, demand, and market equilibrium .
(3) Market planning and development--A firm or organization must base
its marketing strategies and plans on current understanding of supply and
demand characteristics, on structura l and institution realities in the
market, and on timely asso~sment of (and preparation for) marketing
opportunities that arise.ZI The revelant market may be a fairly localized
area, a region that includes part or al l of several states, the entire
nation, or even foreign coutries. Economic analysis coul d contribute to
assessment of comparative advantages among regions and countries as well
as determination of most promising alternatives for market expansion. Unlike most agricu l tural commodities seed products may be successful ly differentiated from other seed of the same kind, e.g., corn for grain is a much
much more homogeneous product than i s seed corn. This fact makes possible a
much wider range of marketing strategies than is available for most
agricultural products.
Another indispensable req uirement of market planning is the accomodation of risk and uncertainty inherent in agricultural commodities generally and agricultu ral seeds in particular . As previously mentioned,
great uncertainty exists on both supply and demand sides of an agri cultural seed market. Such uncertai nty inevitably resu l ts in increased marketing.c?sts,8~ut an appropriate marketing strategy can keep these costs
to a m1n1mum.-

71 see for example: T.F. Funk, A Systems Approach to Market Planning:
Application to the Seed Corn Industry, unpublished M.S . thesis, Purdue
University, 1967.
§VFor an example of some research dealing with the methodology of market
planning under risk and uncertainty, see: M. Dean Ethridge, Fred C.
White and D. Kannan, "Optimizing Seed Acreage: Decision Making with
Production and Utilization Uncertainties, "American Journal of Agricultura l Economics, Vol.57, No.3, August 1975, pp . 439-49.
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(4) Market efficiency--There are several determinants of seed mar-

ket efficiency that may benefit from close examination. One is market
communications, both in and among the various seed producing areas.
Another is grades and standards in relation to their effect on tnterstate movement of seed. Also, in an industry that is characterized by
episodic technological changes, it would be well to assess the effectiveness of market mechanisms for insuring prompt and orderly adoption of new
seed varieties , treatments, and other practices.

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCIES IN SEED PROCESSING
Warren C. Couvillionl/
The title of this paper is not overly descriptive of the types of
information I will present. In fact, some of you probably wondered
11
What is meant by that title?.. The key word in the title is 11 Efficiencies ... Thus, I will discuss an economist's view of some efficiency
concepts. Several definitions will be presented and referred to later in
the discussion.
Let's start with the word efficiency. Broadly
is the ratio of output to inputs. For example, the
soybeans cleaned per hour of operation. Let's look
that may be a bit more restrictive. These include:
and economic efficiency, operational efficiency and
micro efficiency and macro efficiency.

defined, efficiency
number of bushels of
at some terminology
technical efficiency
pricing efficiency,

Technical and Economic Efficiency
Technical efficiency is conterned with the ratio of physically
measurable units of inputs and outputs. For example, a motor may be
technically efficient and designed to have a high horsepower output
relative to the potential energy available per gallon of fuel used.
Economic efficiency is concerned with the cost of obtaining a given
level of out put from a system or operation. The most economically
efficient system would produce the desired number of horsepower for the
lowest dollar expended. The values of inputs and outputs are measured
under this concept. It is possible for an operation to be the most
efficient from both a technical and economic standpoint, however, a
diachotomy often exists between the two. For example, a solar energy
system of drying seed would be an effi cient method of drying beans if
the criterion were to mini mize fuel used. However, the cost of such a
system per unit of beans dr i ed may far exceed cost of using conventional
methods. Interest payments on increased investment required to dry
beans with a solar energy system may exceed fuel cost required to dry
the beans by conventional drying methods. Changes in input costs often
affect relative economic efficiencies of systems. Using the sun as an
energy source is receiving much more attention today than when fuel
costs were much lower. The reason is two-fold: (1) higher cost of fuel
to be transformed into energy to operate equipment and, (2) technological advances that have lowered the costs of transferring the sun's
energy to energy in a form suitable to operate equipment.
Operational and Pricing Efficiency
Operational efficiency is concerned with the physical operations of
a system. An operationally efficient system would be one that provides
]/ Associate Economist, Department of Agricultural Economics, Mississippi
State University.
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a given level of output at the lowest possible cost, given the existing
level of technology. Stated differently it is having machinery and
equipment synchronized to achieve desired levels of output at the lowest
cost possible.
Pricing efficiency is concerned with the accuracy, rapidity and
effectiveness with which information is generated and disseminated in
the marketing process (4). Simply stated: products are priced according to their value -- Grade 1 soybeans should command higher prices than
Grade 2 soybeans . This concept is beyond the scope of this paper. The
next two concepts will have more bearing on our topic.
Micro and

~1acro

Efficiency

Micro efficiency is concerned with intrafirm (within the firm)
efficiency . Micro efficiency has to do with the inter-relationship of
stages of a firm•s activities where all stages are combined to produce
given levels of output at the lowest possible cost, given the level of
technology.
Macro efficiency is concerned with interfirm (among firms) efficiency. Macro efficiency is essentially the same concept as micro efficiency except that the stages are firms. Thus, from a macro standpoint
the most efficient system would be one that would provide the goods and
services required at the lowest cost, given the level of technology and
goals of society. Goals of Society .. is mentioned because system
inefficiencies are often tolerated in preference to relinquishing certain freedoms, reducing employment, decreasing price competition, or
allowing of greater concentration of economic power (3, p. 195).
11

The micro-macro concepts, as presented, often do not fit the industry as neatly as we would like. If seed processing is the only activity
of an organization, we have no problem from a definitional standpoint;
however, if the seed processing plant is part of a larger organization
then the plant is only a stage in a firm, thus confusing the issue.
Costs
Thus far, we have delved into definitions of efficiency but have
not given much thought to efficiency measures. Economic efficiencies
are not as easily measured as technical efficiencies. The complexibility of firms and the ranges of activities that are carried on by
different firms within the industry makes this issue even more complex.
Hopefully, however, I will be able to touch on some points that should
be common to all types of firms.
Several times today the word cost has been mentioned in the definitions. Which costs should we consider and why? We will divide costs
into four classifications for this presentation. Other economists may
use different categories and different classifications. Cost categories
I would like to consider are: fixed costs, variable costs, joint costs,
and administrative costs. Often all costs are placed in the first two
categories . Fixed costs (or ownership costs) are the cost incurred
regardless of the processing level or the amount of time the plant
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operates. Depreciation, tax~~. insurance, maintenance, and interest on
investment are components of fixed costs. Variable Costs (or operating
costs) are the costs incurred in processing. These costs would vary
with the processing level and amount of time the plant operates. Components of variable costs in processing are: fuel and power costs, maintenance and repairs to equipment, supplies and equipment, and production
worker labor. As stated above, most analytical work would classify
costs i,nto these categories only. I will define two additional categories now, and the reason for using them will become clearer after the
next section. Joint Costs are the annual ownership costs associated with
land, buildings, and improvements {1, p.6). Administrative Costs are
associated with management, supervision, and general office operations
(1, p. 6).
Stages
By now it should be obvious that one of the "keys" to efficiency is
"knowing your costs". As a means of reference, I will use information
from a study recently completed in the Agricultural Economics Department
at Mississippi State University (2). The objective of this study was to
provide cost estimates a~sociated with operating alternatives sizes of
seed processing firms. The sizes of plants selected were: Plant I;
150,000 bushel capacity; Plant II; 300,000 bushel capacity; and Plant
III; 600,000 bushel capacity.
The product mi x considered for these plants was: soybeans, 60
percent; wheat, 20 percent; and rice, 20 percent. The Seed Technology
Laboratory of Mississippi State University furnished the plant designs.
Operational characteristics were derived by case observations and consultations with professional workers . To facilitate cost estimation,
this study divided plants into stages . The stages selected were: re· ceiving, drying and bulk storage, processing, bagging and bag storage.
The joint and administrative costs were specified separately. It was
also assumed that the plant was the firm's only operation.
Some firms may have the added stages of acquisition and/or distribution of the products, while still others may have operations where the
plant itself is considered as a stage or mino r part of a larger organization. For example, labor used in the seed plant may have its duties
in other segments of the business operation just as a plant superintendant would have duties with all of the aforementioned stages of the
operation. For purposes of our discuss ion the 300,000 bushel capacity
facility will be used. Total annual costs as a percentage of total cost
by stage and by cost component are shown in Table 1. The total cost
(1973 figures) for this plant was $230,031.50 or .77 cents per bushel
capacity (2) . Calculating plant costs by stages permits inefficiencies
to be easily observed. In addition 7ne could better evaluate the effects
of changes in the system or plant.-2 These data would also enable one
to consider alternatives to the current operations such as in and out
custom cleaning .
11

11

2/lf cost data were kept over several time periods inefficiencies and/or
the efficiency of changes could more easily be evaluated .

Table 1.
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Annual cost as a percent of total cost, by cost component,
three model seed processing plants, Mississippi, 1973 .

Plant and cost
components
Fixed

Annual Cost
Variable
Other Total

------Percent of total cost------Plant I
(150,000 bu. capacity)
Stage I: Receiving
Stage II: Drying and
Bulk Storage
Stage III: Processing
Stage IV: Bagging
Stage V: Bag Storage
Joi nt Cost
Administrative Cost
Total
Plant II
(300,000 bu. capacity)
Stage I: Receiving
Stage II: Drying and
Bulk Storage
Stage II I: Processing
Stage IV: Bagging
Stage V: Bag Storage
Joint Cost
Administrative Cost
Total
Plant I II
(600,000 bu. capacity)
Stage I: Receiving
Stage II: Drying and
Bulk Storage
Stage III: Processing
Stage IV: Bagg ing
Stage V: Bag Storage
Jo int Cost
Administrative Cost
Total

Per Bu.
Cents

5.5

3.4

8.9

8. 3

9.5
7.9
0.4
7.5

10.0
19.4
16.9
10.0

2.7
6.8

19.5
27.3
17.3
17.5
2.7
6.8

18.1
25.4
16.1
16.3
2.5
6.3

30.8

59.7

9.5

100.0

93 . 0

3.7

3.0

6.7

5.2

7.7
6.3
1. 5
7.4

11.2
15.3
21.1
11.5

2.0
9.3

18. 9
21.6
22.6
18.9
2.0
9.3

14.5
16.6
17.4
14.6
1.5
7.2

26.6

62.1

11.3

100.0

77.0

3.2

4.3

7.5

5.2

8.0
5.1
0.8
6.1

12.0
14.7
21.1
15.8

1.4
7.5

20 .0
19 .8
21.9
21.9
1.4
7.5

14.0
13.8
15.3
15 .3
1.0
5.2

23.2

67 . 9

8.9

100.0

70.0
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Improving Efficiency
Let's turn our attention to some "keys" to efficiency improvement.
We will discuss several factors that may aid in improving efficiency.
First, one should be sure that technical organization of his plant is
such that it is operating efficiently. The firm's men and equipment
should be organized to achieve maximum technical efficiency at the
lowest possible cost. Care should be taken, however, not to sacrifice
quality. The lowest cost operation does not necessarily mean maximum
profits.
Secondly, plant efficiency may be improved by the addition of new
kinds of seeds and/or new varieties which extend the period of operation. For example, adding wheat and rice to a plant cleaning only soybeans or adding a later maturing soybean variety to 'those already being
cleaned . Care should be taken to be sure that one has the proper facilities to handle the additional.
Thirdly, one may want to expand the size of his operation. In the
study previously cited, per bushel annual cost estimates were as follows:
Plant I (150,000 bushel capacity), 93 cents; Plant II (300,000 bushel
capacity), 77 cents; and Plant III (600,000 bushel capacity), 70 cents
(2). Several factors should be given consideration when expanding.
Questions to be asked are: (1) What will be the effects of my expansion
on the total industry? (2) What will be the effects on the local industry? (3) What organizational changes will have to be made within the
firm due to expansion? (5) Is there a market for the added kinds and/or
varieties of seed processed?
Fourthly, one may consider adding a custom cleaning operation.
Custom cleaning may improve efficiency by helping "spread fixed costs",
improving labor utilization, and adding revenue to the firm. Let's look
a little closer at Table 1, to evaluate the alternative of custom cleaning. In the 300,000 bushel plant, total costs were estimated to be 77
cents per bushel operating at 100 percent of capacity. As stated, fixed
costs would not be relevant; the bag storage stage variable cost would
not be relevant either, and possibly a portion of both joint and administrative cost could be omitted. Omitting the ffxed costs and bag storage segments from the cost components would reduce the cost by 38.1 percent or 29 cents per bushel. Therefore, any returns above 49 cents per
bushel could help to make the operation more efficient. This type of
decision would have to be made on an individual plant basis. In some
cases this may not be a viable alternative since labor may be fully
utilized in other segments of the firm's operation.
Lastly, but surely not least, "know your costs". Plant costs
should be estimated at each stage of the operation. Dividing the plant
and calculating costs this way helps to point out inefficiencies and
also enables one to more adequately evaluate prospective changes. The
stage designations and number of stages used are arbitrary; however, I
feel that this is a valuable technique. In most cases the manager
and/or accountant should be able to reasonably allocate cost items to
their respective stages.
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Now, I would like to reflect on the micro efficiency macro efficiency concept discussed earlier. In all cases it is imperative that we
have optimum plant organization and that we know our costs. However,
decisions may be different for some plants depending on whether the
processing plant is the firm's only activity or whether it is part of
the larger organization. To clarify the point, a few examples are
offered. Let's first look at a seed processing plant as the total firm
in order to determine ways to make the operation more efficient . Alternatives are to add new seed (varieties or kinds) to the line to more
fully utilize labor at different times during the year. In-out custom
work and/or increasing the size of the operation are other alternatives
that may help a plant become more efficient.
In another type firm the seed processing plant may only be a portion of the enterprise. Managers and/or labor may have other duties in
addition to those assigned in the seed processing plant. In fact, in
some cases the seed processing segment of the firm may be a means of
more fully utilizing excess labor from its major functions . Thus, there
is an added dimension to the "efficiency improvers " presented for the
firm where the seed processing plant was an end in itself. Adding inout custom work may require extra men to perform duties previously being
performed by workers from another of the firm's operations. The question is whether the overall system becomes more efficient or will only
the seed operation become more efficient? If there is not an overall
gain to the firm, management may decide to live with inefficiencies in
the seed processing operation .
In some cases, changes in a particular firm may have a significant
effect on the industry in a particular locale. If the efficiency move
were to come in the form of expansion these effects would need to be
considered explicitly. Throughout we have not talked about acquisition
and distribution of seed not have we discussed quality . All of these
factors need to be considered when major changes are to take place in an
operation.
I have enjoyed talking to you and I hope that I have given you some
food for thought. I'm sure that some people here work in firms where
the techniques and thought processes for decision making may be far more
elaborate than those presented, and others may be in firms where decisions are made with much less information than would be generated by
some of the techniques proposed. I cannot stress enough that one would
need to "know his costs" at any level if proper decisions are to be
made.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE QUALITY
STATUS OF SEED UPON CROP PRODUCTION
C. Hunter Andrews

11

The debate concerning the merits of planting high quality seed has
been continuing for quite some time. At this time it seems that most
researchers agree that high quality seed do, in fact, germinate and emerge from the seed bed more rapidly and uniformly than do low quality
seed. Thereafter, opinions and data concerning the merits of high quality seed seem to diverge. Some workers believe that once the stand is
established the quality of the planting seed no longer exerts any pronounced influence upon the production components of the crop, whereas,
others believe that the variable quality attributes of the planting seed
do persist throughout the entire life cycle of the crop and even influence yield.
No doubt such varying op1n1ons and results stem from a series of
complex and unpredictable factors, some not yet fully understood, which
either singularly or in combination cause inconsistent responses in
seeds and crops. Variances in seedbed moisture, temperature, major and
minor element availability and environmental conditions seem to trigger
varying responses from seeds and plants.
A major factor contributing to the current disagreement concerning
the merits of high quality seed seems to be that of accurately characterizing and describing initially the attributes of different quality
levels of seed. This problem stems from the lack of uniformity in the
methods and/or techniques presently used for evaluating seed quality
other than those prescri"bed for standard germination. Thus, in some
instances there may not be sufficient differences between the quality
levels of the seed, i.e., high vs. medium vs. low, to stimulate different response reactions in the resultant crop. Often times, for instance, the quality level of the high quality seed just isn't sufficiently higher than that of medium quality seed to produce advantageous or superior response reactions in the crop plants. This is
particularly true when attempting to show increased yields by planting seeds classed as high quality. Regardless, yield increases have
been recorded when seeds of sufficiently high quality were used for
crop production as compared to low quality seeds. On the other hand,
however, there is sufficient, reliable data to show improved responses
in germination, emergence and early vegetative grJ~~h in crops from
high quality seeds. Yield responses are not nearly so easily documented.
For whatever reasons, high quality planting seeds are assuming a
major role in agricultural systems. Economical crop production programs are becoming more dependent upon uniform stands of plants from the
initial or first planting of seeds which can be expected when high qual 1/professor, Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi State University.
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ity seeds are used in the production system. Any deviation from this
timely scheduling of events during the pl anti ng season which may be
caused by pl anting seed of l ow or marginal quality; e.g . , re-planting,
interference with a complete weed control program or untimely utilization of equipment and labor, begins to detract from the projected, overal l aspects of the production scheme.

Initial investigations concerning the effects of seed qual ity on
crop performance were mainly oriented towards the emergence and stand
producing potential of the seed, which of course, is the first important step in an economical seed and crop production program . Even
though such investigations are continuing, more recent studies have
been extended to encompass evaluation of the effects of seed quality
upon the latter stages of plant performance such as growth, development and productivity. Consequently, considerable data has been obtai ned which provide strong evidence that the physiological quality
of the planting seed has a substantial influence upon the components of
crop performance beyond the initial emergence and stand establishment
phase, such as: rate of plant growth, uniformity of plant development,
flowering and fruiting date, and finally, yield.
Thus, in considering the seeJ quol'ity effects upon crop performance, one should concentrate on the series of events which occur
sequentially throughout the life cycle of seed bearing plants, i . e.,
from the initial seed through the vegetative and reproductive cycles and
once again to the seed, and relate the effects of the initial planting
seed quality to each phase. Such events in the life cycle of seed
bearing plants are considered to be the germination phase, the emergence
and stand establishment phase, the early vegetative growth and development phase, the latter vegetative phase, the reproductive phase to
include flowering, fruiting and maturation, and finally the reproductive
yield phase.
In the germination phase both the speed (rate) of germination and
the final germination percent are influenced by the quality status of
the planting seed. Numerous results document the fact that seed of high
quality germinate more rapidly and to a hi gher final germination percent
as compared to low quality seed. As an example, sorghum seed were
evaluated into high, medium and low quality levels. The first count
germination percent, indicating the speed of germination, and the standard germination percent, indicating the final germination, were significantly higher for the high quality seed. Similarly, high quality
cotton seed germinated more rapidly and to a higher final germination
percent as compared to low quality seeds. Table 1 lists the comparative
germination response reactions for these two crop seeds.
In addition, Figure 1 shows a comparison of germination responses
from high and low quality cottonseed.
The next sequential phase in the life cycle of crops, seedling
emergence, is affected by the initial seed quality status in a manner
similar to that expressed in the germination phase. That is, the quali-
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Figure 1. Some age germinating cottonseed illustrate rapid and higher
germination of high quality seeds (top) as compared to
slower and lower germination of low quality seeds (bottom).

9B

TABLE 1. Comparison of speed, final germination and field emergence
response reactions for sorghum and cotton seed of different
quality l evels.
CROP
Sorghum

Cotton

Seed
Quality

1st Count
Germ. %

Std .
Germ. %

6-Day
Emergence %

15-Day
Stand %

High

71

88

74

87

Low

66

76

53

71

High

78

93

69

86

Low

64

78

52

63

ty status of the planting seed exerts an influence upon botn the speed
of emergence from the seedbed and the final stand establishment or survival . High quality seed produce rapidly emerging, uniform, highly
competitive seedlings, whereas, low quality seeds produce seedlings that
are slower to emerge, quite non-uniform and poorly competitive. This, of
course, is directly related to the fact that the high quality seeds
germinated more rapidly as previously i'llustrated.
In addition to the fact that seedlings from high quality seeds
emerge more rapidly and uniformly, they also have a higher survival
rate. Seedlings which do emerge from low quality seed are usually
weaker and, therefore, succumb readily to the many adverse conditions of
the field environment. Table 1 showed the 6-day emergence lspeedt and
fina 1 stand survi'va 1 {15-day stand I for both sorghum and cotton seed of
high and low quality. Ffgure 2 'Illustrates field testing of tiigh and
low quality bean and soybean seed and emergence testing of high, medium
and low quality cottonseed, used to determine rate of emergence and
field survival. These illustrations are but a few of many examples of
seed quality effects upon the germination and emergence phase in the
life cycl e of seed bearing plants.
Following the germination, emergence and survival (stand establishment) phases, crops enter into a very rapid early vegetative growth
phase . Various growth parameters have been measured during the early
growth stages which show the superiority in performance of crop plants
which originated from high quality seed. This superiority in performance is most often measured in terms of increased plant height (growth},
large healthy stems, and more leaves with increased leaf area. Typical
differences in early plant growth and development can be seen in Figure
3 in which performance of soybean plants from high and low quality seed
and plants from a mi'xture of high and low quality seeds were compared.
The associations between crop performance characteristics and qual-
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L

Figure 2.

High quality bean seed emerged more rapidly in the two left
rows of top photo. Emergence of high (H), medium (M) and
low (L) quality cottonseed is shown in the bottom photo .
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Figure 3. Comparison of performance of soybean plants in the early
vegetative phase from high quality seed (left row), low
quality seed (right row), and a mixture of high and low
quality seed (center row).
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ity status of the planting seed are somewhat more difficult to ascertain
during the so-called latter vegetative growth stage. This, however, is
usual ly dependent upon the arbitrary growth interval assigned to the
latter developmental stage. More often than not, any visibl e morphological growth pattern differences between plants from high and low qual ity
seed have ceased to be obvious during latter growth periods. This is
particularly true for differences in plant height. We have generally
used the term, Catch-up meaning that plants from lower quality seeds
have final ly had sufficient time to attain a full growth pattern and no
great differences continue to exist Letween pl ants from high and l ow
quality seed. However, more detailed measurements do indicate that
other growth parameters are different at this stage. On plants arising
from high quality seeds the stems are larger, leaves are larger and more
plentiful , root systems are more developed, and there are more nodes
with shorter internodes (corn). Figure 4 ill ustrates the development of
rice plants from high quality (high specific gravity) seeds as compared
to plants from low quality (low specific gravity) seeds.
11

11

,

Further, pursuing the concept that the quality of the planting seed
does, i n fact, influence performance of crops beyond the initial germination and emergence stages, research has shown that the reproductive
stages of crops are affected. First, the flowertng, fruiting and maturation habi'ts of the plants are extensions of the q·ual i ty status of the
seeds planted. Results have shown that plants from high qual ity seeds
i.nitiate floweri'ng 2-3 days earlier, have more flowers, and fewer barren
plants as compared to plants from low quality seed. Rice and sorghum
plants from high quality seeds produce greater numbers and more productive tillers than do plants from low qual ity seed. Additionally, panicl e
exsertion and anthesis is considerably earlier on those plants arising
from high quality seeds . As many as 50% of cotton plants produced from
low quality may be completely barren. Table 2 lists crop performance
data based upon initial seed quality for a few of the crops which have
been eval uated.
TABLE 2.

Crop
Rice

Cotton

Comparison of selected growth parameters for rice, sorghum
and cotton.
Quality
Level

No.
Tillers

Panicle Exers .
(Days to 50%)

Days to
Panicle
Length (mm) Maturity

High

17

96

270

100

Low

11

104

220

108

Hi.gh

125

53

229

Low

67

56

224

High
Low

No.
Flowers
130
80

No .
Bolls
71

37

Barren
Plants%
19
49
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Figure 4. Advanced vegetative stage of rice plants shows dense ,
healthy plants from heavy, high quality seed (sp. gr.
1.20) on the right as compar ed to weak, poorly competitive plants from li ght, low quality seed (sp. gr. 1.001.05) on l eft. Plants in middl e pl ot are from seeds
of 1.05-1.13 specific gravi ty .
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Finally, the really significant pay-off may be realized in seed
bearing crops if the yield ts increased by the use of high. quality planting seed. It has al ready been pointed out that signifi cant yield increases
associated with the use of high quality seed may be difficult to measure. Results in this area of crop performance measurements are indeed quite variable and continue to be a point of disagreement. However, our results have quite well documented that yield increases of as
small as 10%and as l arge as 30%can be realized when high qual ity seeds
are an input into the production program. Some of the evidence to support this claim is shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3.

Yield responses of rice, sorghum and corn according to planting seed quality.

Crop

Qua 1ity
Level

Corn

Rice

Sorghum

Kg/ha

Yiel d
Kg/ha

High

1969

U52""

1973
"55UU

Low

3659

4500

1971
High
Low

Increase
High - Low
%

1969

1973

-rs-

-rs-

1974

1971

1974

2847

4325

33

35

1414

2769

1971

1972

1971

1972

High

3320

2962

12

10

Low

2600

2670

Concentrated efforts are continuing to add much needed information
to the area of evaluating seed quality effects upon crop performance. At
this stage, we feel rather confident that, within the range of crops
studied - corn, rice, sorghum, cotton, etc. - low quality seed are a
deterrent to economical crop performance. Of the many performance characteristi cs evaluated, our results show that low quality seeds adversely
affect crop performance in the following ways: delay and reduce field
emergence; result in smaller plants with thin stems, fewer nodes and
reduced leaf area; reduce tillering; delay panicle exsertion and cause
shorter panicles; delay anthesis; increase the number of barren plants;
delay maturity; and finally cause yield decreases. Thus, our concept
is that the quality status of the planting seed, rather than just influencing crop performance through the germination, emergence and stand
establishment phases of crop production, does continue to infl uence
subsequent stages of plant growth, development and yield.
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Route 5
Anderson, SC 29621
TENNESSEE
Mark Huffstetler
Huffstetler & Sons Seed, Inc.
P. 0. Box 33
Greenfield , TN 38230
Peter M. Brunson
Hagan Mfg. Company
P. 0. Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109
Bi 11 Fraga 1a
Riverside Chern. Co.
P. 0. Box 171199
Memphis, TN 38117
Virgil Harden
Hagan Mfg. Company
P. 0. Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109
J i m Payne
U.S .S. Agri-Chemicals
P. 0. Box 16886
Memphis, TN 38116
Mack Rickman
Security Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 31060
Memphis, TN 38132

Mrs. Veaw-Vai Senivongs
A&L Agricultural Labs.
2176 Dunn Avenue
Memphis, TN 38111
Jack R. Smith
Reed-Joseph Systems, Inc.
P. 0. Box 161224
Memphis, TN 38116
John Weglicki
Kimball Systems
Suite 603
3100 Walnut Grove Road
Memphis, TN 38111
Paul Algee, Jr.
Lake County Seed Company
Depot Street
Ridgely, TN 38080
TEXAS
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby Lehmann
Texas Dept. of Agriculture
P. 0. Box 12847
Austin, TX 78711
Dean Ethridge
Texas A&M Uni versity
Dept. of Ag. Economics
College Station, TX 77843
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey J. Walker
Texas A&M University
Col l ege of Ag. - Exp. Station
Foundation Seed Section
College Station, TX 77801
Walter J. Wa 11 a
Texas A&M University
Room 101, Plant Science Bldg.
Col l ege Station, TX 77843
Joel Curtis
Gold Kist, Inc.
P. 0. Box 111
Comanche, TX 76442
Clint Jones
Crosbyton Seed Company
P. 0. Box 479
Crosbyton, TX 79332
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Texas, continued
Jim Hamer
Corn States Hybrid Services
9814 Parklane Place
Dallas, TX 75220

Mr. &Mrs. Terry Hillin
Bamert Seed Co.
Route 3 - Box 192
Muleshoe, TX 79347

John McFarland
Gustafson, Inc.
6350 LBJ Freeway
Dallas, TX 75240

Frank Anderson
Sesame Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

Mr. & Mrs . Joe Lindeman
George Warner Seed Co . , Inc .
P. 0. Box 1448
Hereford, TX 79045

James Anderson
Sesame Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

Mr . & Mrs. Clayton Sams
George Warner Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 1448
Hereford, TX 79045

Jerry Garrison
Sesame Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

Burton Brendle
Growers Seed Assn.
P. 0. Box 1656
Lubbock, TX 79408

Myron Goodson
Sesame Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

Harl and Downs
Funk Seeds International, Inc.
719 - 26th Street
Lubbock, TX 79404

Bailey Jacobs
Sesame Products, Inc .
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

James Epperson
Funk Seeds International , Inc.
719 - 26th Street
Lubbock , TX 79404

Gl enn Johnson
Sesame Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

Mr. & Mrs . Jerry L. Race
Delta & Pine Land Co.
Route 1 - Box 42- B
Lubbock , TX 79401

Dennis Renfro
Sesame Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 998
Paris, TX 75460

Clayton L. Stegemoeller
Funk Seeds Internati onal , Inc .
719 - 26th Street
Lubbock, TX 79404

Bobby Douglas
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.
P. 0. Box 788
Plainview, TX 79072

Floyd Tiffin
Growers Seed
P. 0. Box 1656
Lubbock, TX 79408

Mike Moore
Pioneer Hi - Bred International, Inc .
P. 0. Box 780
Plainview, TX 79072
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Texas, continued

CANADA

Mr. &Mrs. Ken Skarien
Seedsmen's Digest
1910 W. Olmos Drive
San Antonio , TX 78201

Lawrence Lockhart, Head
Quality Control Dept.
Stewart Seeds Limited
Ailsa Craig
Ontario, Canada NOM lAO

VIRGINIA
Dr. Robert L. Harrison
Agronomy Dept.
VPI &SU
420 Smyth Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Merle N. Meyer
So. States Coop., Inc.
P. 0. Box 1656
Richmond, VA 23213
WISCONSIN
Malcolm Skinner
Tracy & Son Farms
Route 1
Janesville, WI 53545
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Vickerman
Tracy &Son Farms
Route 1
Janesville, WI 53545
Mr. & Mrs. Gary R. Sackmann
Jacques Seed Company
720 St. Croix Street
Prescott, WI 54021
Mr. &Mrs. Herbert Carter
Route 4 - Box 122
Dayton Seed Farms
Richland Center , WI 53581
Ronald Stanke
Jacques Seed Company
421 N. Lewis
River Falls, WI 54022
BRAZIL
Luiz Zepall os
Alameda Ministerio
Rocha Avenido 1368
Apartamento 111
Sao Paulo, SP, BRAZIL

Andrius Smid, Head
Processing Plant
Stewart Seeds Limited
Ailsa Craig
Ontario, Canada NOM lAO
COSTA RICA
Luis Echeverria
Consejo Nacional De Produccion (CNP)
Apartado Postal 2205
San Jose, Costa Rica
Raul Gillot
Consejo Nacional de Produccion (CNP)
Apartado Postal 2205
San Jose, Costa Rica
Edward Littleton
Consejo Nacional de Produccion (CNP)
Apartado Postal 2205
San Jose, Costa Rica
Victor Witte
Consejo Nacional de Produccion (CNP)
Apartado Postal 2205
San Jose, Costa Rica
VENEZUELA
V. Juan M. Folgar
PROTINAL C.A.
Apartado 83
Valencia, Venezuela
Eduardo Lopez
PROSECA
Apartado 83
Valencia, Venezuela

